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The Select Committee on Delegated Powers and Regulatory Reform  
The Delegated Powers and Regulatory Reform Committee is appointed by the House of Lords 
in each session with the orders of reference “to report whether the provisions of any bill 
inappropriately delegate legislative power, or whether they subject the exercise of legislative 
power to an inappropriate level of parliamentary scrutiny; to report on documents and draft 
orders laid before Parliament under the Regulatory Reform Act 2001; and to perform, in 
respect of such documents and orders and subordinate provisions orders laid under that Act, 
the functions performed in respect of other instruments by the Joint Committee on Statutory 
Instruments”. 

Current Membership 
The Members of the Delegated Powers and Regulatory Reform Select Committee are: 

Lord Brooke of Sutton Mandeville 
Lord Dahrendorf (Chairman)  
Baroness Gardner of Parkes 
Lord Garden 
Lord Harrison 
Lord McIntosh of Haringey 
Baroness Scott of Needham Market 
Lord Shaw of Northstead 
Lord Temple-Morris 

Publications 
The Committee’s reports are published by The Stationery Office by Order of the House. All 
publications of the Committee are on the internet at 
http://www.parliament.uk/parliamentary_committees/dprr.cfm 

General Information 
General information about the House of Lords and its Committees, including guidance to 
witnesses, details of current inquiries and forthcoming meetings is on the internet at 
http://www.parliament.uk/about_lords/about_lords.cfm 

Contacts for the Delegated Powers and Regulatory Reform Committee 
If you have any queries regarding the Committee and its work, please contact the Clerk to the 
Delegated Powers and Regulatory Reform Committee, Delegated Legislation Office, House of 
Lords, London, SW1A 0PW. The telephone number is 020 7219 3103/3233. The fax number 
is 020 7219 2571. 
The Committee’s email address is dprr@parliament.uk 

Historical Note 
In February 1992, the Select Committee on the Work of the House, under the chairmanship of 
Lord Jellicoe, noted that “in recent years there has been considerable disquiet over the problem 
of wide and sometimes ill-defined order-making powers which give Ministers unlimited 
discretion” (Session 1991–92, HL Paper 35–I, para 133). The Jellicoe Committee 
recommended the establishment of a delegated powers scrutiny committee in the House of 
Lords which would, it suggested, “be well suited to the revising function of the House”. As a 
result, the Select Committee on the Scrutiny of Delegated Powers was appointed in the 
following session, initially as an experiment for a limited period. It was established as a 
sessional committee from the beginning of Session 1994–95. Also in Session 1994–95, 
following the passage of the Deregulation and Contracting Out Act 1994, the Committee was 
given the additional role of scrutinising deregulation proposals under that Act. As a result, the 
name of the committee was changed to the Select Committee on Delegated Powers and 
Deregulation. In April 2001, the Regulatory Reform Act 2001 was passed which expanded the 
application of the deregulation order-making power under the 1994 Act, and the Committee 
took on the scrutiny of regulatory reform proposals under the Act. With the passage of the 
2001 Act, the Committee’s name was further amended to its present form, the Select 
Committee on Delegated Powers and Regulatory Reform. 



Twentieth Report: the Legislative 
and Regulatory Reform Bill 

INTRODUCTION 

1. This Report is about the Legislative and Regulatory Reform Bill as brought 
to the Lords on 17 May. When the bill was introduced in the Commons in 
January, it caused concern because it provided that Ministers could by order 
amend Acts of Parliament for any purpose: it was a general enabling bill 
which could have been used to deliver almost all of any session’s legislative 
programme. The bill now brought to the Lords is very different: it builds on 
the Regulatory Reform Act 2001 (“the 2001 Act”), which this Committee 
described as “one of the most far-reaching delegations of legislative power 
ever”1, but which was nonetheless passed by both Houses of Parliament in 
2001. It is against the backdrop of the 2001 delegation that we have 
considered the appropriateness of the provision in this bill. 

2. The purpose of this bill is to “enable provision to be made for the purpose of 
removing or reducing burdens resulting from legislation, promoting 
regulatory principles and implementing recommendations of the Law 
Commission[s]”2. It proposes the greatest delegation of power to Ministers 
that this Committee has seen. In short, however, we do not find the 
regulatory reform provisions inappropriate, although we question whether 
the 2001 Act could not itself have been amended. We consider that the other 
provision in Part 1, that about consolidation, simplification and the 
implementation of Law Commission recommendations, is unsuitable for 
delivery by delegated legislation; and we invite the House to consider 
whether primary legislation, subject to some special procedure, would be a 
more satisfactory way to legislate for such purposes. We draw attention to the 
power in Part 3 of the bill (the power to make ambulatory references to 
European Union legislation), but do not find it inappropriate. Our 
commentary on the bill itself starts at paragraph 18. 

3. The Cabinet Office have submitted a memorandum on the bill’s delegated 
powers, printed at Appendix 1. We had intended to take oral evidence from 
the Minister but did not, due to the significant change in the bill’s character 
at report stage in the Commons and the changes in Ministerial 
responsibilities shortly before the scheduled session3. Instead, the Chairman 
corresponded with the Minister about undertakings, printed at Appendix 2. 

                                                                                                                                     

 
1  37th Report (1999–2000), paragraph 99. 
2  Long title. 
3 Rt Hon. Hilary Armstrong MP received the seals of office of Chancellor of the Duchy of Lancaster 

(Minister for the Cabinet Office) on 9 May 2006, so taking over responsibility for the bill from Mr Jim 
Murphy MP who was moved to a different department of state. Our evidence session had been scheduled 
for 10 May. 
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PREVIOUS REGULATORY REFORM LEGISLATION 

4. Before turning to the bill itself, we summarise the background to the 
establishment of this Committee and our involvement in the predecessors to 
this bill, the Deregulation and Contracting Out Bill in 1993-94 and the 
Regulatory Reform Bill in 1999-2000 and 2000-01.  

Establishment of the Committee 

5. In 1992, the Committee on the Committee Work of the House reported that 
“in recent years there has been considerable disquiet over the problem of 
wide and ill-defined order making powers which give Ministers unlimited 
discretion”4. Particular concern had been expressed about Henry VIII 
powers5: the Government’s position was stated in a memorandum by the 
Lord Privy Seal, Lord Waddington: “The Government has set out its 
position on ‘Henry VIII’ provisions in several debates… Its view is that in a 
limited range of circumstances a power to amend primary legislation by order 
may be justifiable.”6 

6. In response to the Committee’s Report, the House set up the Delegated 
Powers Scrutiny Committee “to report whether the provisions of any bill 
inappropriately delegate legislative power, or whether they subject the 
exercise of legislative power to an inappropriate degree of parliamentary 
scrutiny” and these remain our terms of reference on delegated powers. 

Deregulation and Contracting Out Act 1994 

7. Soon after the Delegated Powers Committee was established, the 
Government proposed the Deregulation and Contracting Out Bill. The bill 
enabled an order (subject to “super-affirmative” procedure7) to amend or 
repeal primary legislation passed before the end of session 1993–94 which 
imposed a burden on business or others, provided that necessary protection 
was not lost. This was subject to certain limitations as to criminal penalties 
and enforcement powers. 

8. In its 8th Report (1993–94), the Committee expressed the view that the 
power was “unprecedented in time of peace”. In its 9th Report (1993-94), it 
urged the House to consider, in particular, whether the bill should be 
amended to provide that the power would lapse 3 years after Royal Assent, 
and thereafter be renewable by affirmative resolution for further periods of 3 
years at a time. The House did not agree with this “sunset” recommendation 
and the bill was passed as the Deregulation and Contracting Out Act 1994 
(“the 1994 Act”). 

                                                                                                                                     

 
4  Session 1991-92, HL Paper 35, paragraph 133. 
5  A “Henry VIII” power is one which enables primary legislation to be amended or repealed by subordinate 

legislation with or without further parliamentary scrutiny. The name arises from the Statute of 
Proclamations of 1539 which gave The King power to legislate by proclamation. While a common term of 
art, the Donoughmore Committee on Ministers’ Powers described the comparison as “certainly far-fetched” 
(April 1932, Cmd 4060, p 36).  

6  Session 1991-92, HL Paper 35, paragraph 20. 
7  The super-affirmative procedure provides for two stages of parliamentary scrutiny, with the intention that 

the Minister might, on advice from either House or a Committee during the first stage, amend his proposal 
between first and second stage. It does not provide for Parliament to make or amend the proposal. See 
Erskine May’s Parliamentary Practice, 23rd edition, page 676. 
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Regulatory Reform Act 2001 

9. The Regulatory Reform Bill widened the powers in the 1994 Act: in the 
words of the Delegated Powers Committee’s Report on the draft bill 
published for pre-legislative scrutiny in 1999-2000, it sought “to extend the 
power very considerably”8. The Committee considered that the power in the 
1994 Act “pales into insignificance when compared to the powers which are 
proposed to be taken by the draft Regulatory Reform Bill”9, and that it 
“could allow much of the legislative programme to be implemented by orders 
rather than by bills”10. The bill would “allow Ministers to do almost anything 
by a new form of delegated legislation, rather than by primary legislation”11; 
and raised “matters of fundamental constitutional importance”12. 

10. The bill as introduced differed little from the draft bill. The Committee’s 
view was that the fact that the Regulatory Reform Committees scrutinised 
proposals was not a lasting protection against the misuse of extremely wide 
powers, because the Government were not obliged to act on a Committee’s 
recommendations and an undertaking given by one Government not to 
proceed if there was an adverse report from a scrutiny Committee could not 
bind a successor administration13. The bill was passed, perhaps in part due to 
the Government’s undertaking not to use it to propose “large and 
controversial” measures. 

OPERATION OF THE REGULATORY REFORM ACT 2001 

Use of the 2001 Act 

11. The Government have proposed 32 RROs under the 2001 Act, and we set 
out their subject matter, significance and timing at Appendix 3. In contrast 
to deregulation, it is important to note that regulatory reform is not a single, 
narrow subject: the Cabinet Office advise departments that RROs should be 
used as follows: 

• “In parallel to Bills: effective Bill management. When reviewing a 
policy area it may be appropriate to split reforms into those which 
can be achieved by RRO, and those which need a Bill. For example, 
the proposed Fire Safety RRO deals solely with safety issues whilst 
the Fire Bill will modernise the Fire Service. 

• Bill fallout: limited Parliamentary time and strict guidelines on 
clause numbers mean that proposals often fail to get into a Bill. 
RROs may offer an alternative route. For example, the sub-
delegation of Housing Management RRO was a proposal which had 
failed to get into the Local Government Bill. 

                                                                                                                                     

 
8  15th Report (1999–2000), paragraph 28. 
9  Ibid, paragraph 32. 
10  Ibid, paragraph 34. 
11  Ibid, paragraph 102. 
12  Ibid, paragraph 112. 
13  Ibid, paragraph 39. 
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• ‘Quick fixes’: RROs can offer a route for delivering reforms to 
specific deadlines in advance of Bill timetables, as they do not have 
to compete for space in the main legislative programme.”14 

12. The number of RROs is in contrast to the more ambitious Government 
targets (Appendix 4). 

The “appropriateness” test 

13. As well as being the Delegated Powers Committee, we are also the 
Regulatory Reform Committee and have had the duty of reporting on each 
proposal for a RRO under the 2001 Act. We have not seen our role as being 
to assess the merits of the proposed policy, which are a matter for the House, 
but to consider whether the tests in the 2001 Act have been met. In addition, 
we, and our parallel Committee in the Commons, apply a further test, not 
specifically mentioned in the statute, of whether the proposal is an 
appropriate use of the 2001 Act. This reflects both the Government’s 
recognition that such a test is a scrutiny consideration15 and its undertaking, 
given for both the 2001 Act and its predecessor, not to force through an 
order in the face of opposition from a Committee16. 

14. The appropriateness test has become an essential safeguard against abuse of 
the power delegated to Ministers in the 2001 Act. We have only once 
reported that a proposal was inappropriate, namely the proposal for the draft 
Regulatory Reform (Registration of Births and Deaths) Order 200417. At 
Appendices 4 and 5 we print extracts from that Report and one other which 
more fully set out our approach to the test. In short, controversial proposals 
are inappropriate for such secondary legislation, whether or not subject to a 
super-affirmative procedure. Controversy is not confined to party political 
controversy but includes matters where some of those affected by the policy 
may have significant concerns about its detail. This makes the bill procedure 
more appropriate, where all members of the House (not just those appointed 
to a Select Committee) may participate and propose amendments; and 
amendments may be made by, and reconciled between, the two Houses in 
the usual way. We consider how this test will apply to orders under the 
current bill at paragraphs 49 to 51. 

Review of the 2001 Act / development of this bill 

15. In contrast to the bill for the Regulatory Reform Act 2001, where the 
Committee described the Cabinet Office’s handling of the pre-legislative 
scrutiny as “a model of this process”18, this bill has not been the subject of 
pre-legislative scrutiny and no draft bill was published before its 
introduction. We were sent a copy of the Government’s consultation paper 
“A Bill for Better Regulation” on 20th July 2005, with a closing date for 
comment of 12th October, a period almost entirely coinciding with the 
summer recess. We observed: “We are disappointed with this approach to 

                                                                                                                                     

 
14 Quick Guide to Regulatory Reform Orders, Cabinet Office, 2004. 
15  Explanatory Notes to the Regulatory Reform Act 2001 (c. 6), paragraph 44. 
16  HL Deb 21 December 2000 col 899. See also 10th Report (2000-01) paragraphs 7 and 8. 
17  3rd Report (2004-05). 
18  2nd Report (2000–01) paragraph 7. 
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consultation, particularly on a subject where the Committee and Members of 
the House have such a close and legitimate interest.”19 

16. Neither the Government’s review, nor any evidence to Parliament which has 
accompanied this bill, has demonstrated that there are significant structural 
flaws in the 2001 Act. We asked the Government for examples of proposals 
which they wished to deliver under the 2001 Act but were not able to do so 
due to the wording of the current test: other than the examples in Annex C 
to their memorandum, they have not been able to do so. Given this, it is our 
opinion that the block to regulatory reform is departmental priorities rather 
than the “burden” test in the 2001 Act20. 

17. In 2000, the bill for the Regulatory Reform Act 2001 was, like its predecessor 
in 1994, accompanied by a helpful list of specific measures which the 
Government used to illustrate how they intended to use the new power21. We 
asked for such a list on this occasion and Annexes A and B to the 
memorandum are the Government’s response. 

THE LEGISLATIVE AND REGULATORY REFORM BILL: 
PART 1 

18. We turn now to the bill itself. We first assess the regulatory reform provision 
in clause 1 (power to remove or reduce burdens), the preconditions in clause 
4, the restrictions in clauses 5 to 9 and the parliamentary procedure in 
clauses 13 to 20. We then report on the power in clause 2 (power to promote 
regulatory principles) and finally on the powers of consolidation, 
simplification and implementation of Law Commission recommendations 
(clauses 1(5), 3 and 4(3) to (5)). 

POWER TO REMOVE OR REDUCE BURDENS: CLAUSE 1 

19. Clause 1 builds on provision in the 2001 Act. A Minister of the Crown is 
enabled to make by order any provision which he considers would serve the 
purpose of removing or reducing any burden, or the overall burdens, 
resulting directly or indirectly for any person from any legislation. This 
means that the power may be used to increase burdens on one particular 
group, provided that overall it removes or reduces them; or can be used to 
increase burdens overall, provided that it removes or reduces burdens on a 
particular group22. (The respective size of group is irrelevant.) The provision 
made by the order may amend or repeal any enactment (clause 1(7)). 

20. “Burden” for this purpose means (clause 1(3)): 

• a financial cost; 

• administrative inconvenience; 

• an obstacle to efficiency, productivity or profitability; 

• a criminal or other sanction. 

                                                                                                                                     

 
19  3rd Report (2005-06) HL Paper 45, paragraphs 1-3. 
20  See also paragraph 43 of this Report. 
21 HC Deb 27 November 2000 col 369W. 
22  Recognised in the memorandum (i.e. Appendix 1 to this Report),  paragraph 44. 
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21. Clause 1(7) makes it clear that the matters which may be covered by an 
order include: 

• conferring functions, including functions of legislating; 

• modifying statutory functions; 

• transferring or delegating functions; 

• abolishing statutory bodies or offices. 

Differences from the 2001 Act 

(a) There is no bar on amending legislation passed or amended less than 2 years 
before the order is made 

22. We agree that the rule in section 1(4) of the 2001 Act has proved a hindrance 
to good legislation and can appropriately be changed, although we would 
regard the issue of amending very recent legislation as an aspect of the 
appropriateness test. 

(b) There is no general exclusion for burdens affecting only Ministers or Government 
departments 

23. The wider power to remove burdens affecting only a Minister or 
Government department does not allow the power to be used to remove core 
public services because the burdens which may be removed or reduced are 
limited to those relating to the exercise of a regulatory function23; and we 
consider this development acceptable. We note however that the power could 
be exercised to reduce a burden on Government while increasing the burden 
on citizens as a whole. 

(c) The burden need not affect someone “in the carrying on of any activity” and 
includes “administrative inconvenience” 

24. The memorandum suggests (paragraph 41) that the Government have 
tended to construe section 1(1) of the 2001 Act narrowly. We express no 
view on that issue: it is perhaps enough that the scope of the Act is perceived 
to be insufficiently broad in this respect and we do not find the new 
definition inappropriate. 

(d) The order may itself confer power to legislate (“sub-delegation”) 

25. Similarly, we do not find objectionable in principle the idea that an order will 
itself be able to confer legislative power and we found paragraphs 56 to 59 of 
the memorandum persuasive. Nonetheless, the Committee would be likely to 
regard as inappropriate an order which proposed an excessive degree of sub-
delegation. We deal further with sub-delegation in paragraph 35. 

Is the power inappropriately wide? 

26. The width of the power must be considered in the light of the preconditions 
and restrictions considered below but, subject to the point we raise below on 

                                                                                                                                     

 
23  Memorandum, paragraph 128. 
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consolidation (paragraphs 64-74), we consider that clause 1 is not far 
different from the power which Parliament delegated to Ministers in 
the 2001 Act and so we do not find it inappropriate. 

LIMITS ON THE POWERS: CLAUSES 4 TO 12 

27. The bill places limits on the power in clause 1, as well as on the powers in 
clauses 2 and 3, the principle of each of which we consider later. The limits 
are: 

(a) preconditions for the Minister to be satisfied about certain matters; 

(b) specific restrictions as to content; 

(c) devolution-related restrictions. 

Preconditions for the Minister to be satisfied about certain matters: 
Clause 4 

28. A Minister may not make an order unless he considers that the conditions in 
clause 4(2) “where relevant”24 are satisfied25: 

(a) the policy could not be secured by non-legislative means; 

(b) the effect is proportionate to the policy objective; 

(c) the provision, taken as a whole, strikes a fair balance between the 
public interest and the interests of anyone adversely affected; 

(d) the provision does not remove any necessary protection; 

(e) the provision does not prevent anyone from continuing to exercise a 
right or freedom which he/she might reasonably expect to continue 
to exercise. 

29. The House will recognise that (b) is derived from section 1(1)(c)(ii) of the 
2001 Act (proportionality test for new provisions imposing a burden); (c) 
from section 3(2)(a) (fair balance test where a new burden is created); and 
(d) and (e) from section 3(1)(a) and (b) (conditions to be satisfied in all 
cases). 

30. Not all of the tests in clause 4(2) are particularly arduous: 

(a) if the provision could be secured by non-legislative means, it is not 
likely that the Minister will wish to legislate to secure it; and it is of 
little consequence if he chooses to do so for presentational purposes; 

(b) it would be unusual for a Minister to propose legislation that he 
himself regarded as disproportionate; 

(c) it must be equally rare for a Minister to set out to strike an unfair 
balance: debate only arises when others consider that the balance 
should be differently struck. 

                                                                                                                                     

 
24  Explained at paragraphs 88 to 90 of the memorandum. 
25  These do not apply to an order which merely restates legislation or, in the case of an order under clause 3, 

codifies common law. When an order merely restates legislation (i.e. replaces it with alterations only of 
form or arrangement), or when an order under clause 3 codifies common law, the Minister must consider 
that the new provisions would make the law more accessible or more easily understood (clause 4(5)). 
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31. The conditions in (d) and (e) appear to us to be of greater consequence. 
Although opinions may differ on what is “necessary”, or what rights and 
freedoms a person might reasonably expect to continue to exercise, a 
provision which clearly exists to protect particular interests can only be 
removed if there is some basis for an opinion that the need for the provision 
has diminished since it was enacted, or that the need should be re-evaluated. 

32. In practice, we consider that (a), (b) and (c) are protection only against 
abuse of the power and that the real protection in normal circumstances 
comes from (d) and (e). Although a Minister’s conclusions under clause 4(2) 
would be susceptible to judicial review only on grounds of irrationality26, the 
preconditions have more significance in Parliament. When either House or a 
Committee considers a proposal, they can form their own judgment of the 
Minister’s assessment as to whether the preconditions have been met and can 
disagree, if necessary reporting against the proposal (see paragraphs 44 to 
51). 

Specific restrictions as to content: Clauses 5 to 8 

33. Subject to the Minister being of the requisite opinion, any change may be 
made to any Act (other than Part 1 of the bill and the Human Rights Act 
1998: clause 9) for a purpose stated in clause 1, 2 or 3, subject to these 
limits: 

(a) if the order itself confers power to legislate on a Minister of the 
Crown, the sub-delegated power must be exercisable by statutory 
instrument subject to a parliamentary procedure, whether affirmative 
or negative (clause 5). This does not apply if the order merely 
restates legislation. Nor does it apply so far as the order confers 
power to legislate on someone other than a Minister of the Crown 
(clause 1(7)(a)); 

(b) unless it merely restates legislation, the order may not impose or 
increase taxation (clause 6); 

(c) unless the order merely restates legislation, there is a limit on 
criminal penalties (clause 7), and the order may not authorise 
forcible entry, search or seizure or compel the giving of evidence 
(clause 8). 

34. The House will recognise (b) and (c) as derived from section 3(3) to (5) of 
the 2001 Act. 

Sub-delegation 

35. The power to sub-delegate ((a)) is new because under the 2001 Act there is 
no express power for an order to confer power to legislate. We do not 
consider that sub-delegation is inappropriate, nor that sub-delegation to 
persons other than Ministers is necessarily inappropriate. The case, 
however, for allowing an order to sub-delegate legislative power to 
any such person is, in our view, not sufficiently made out by 
paragraphs 122 and 123 of the memorandum, particularly as there is 

                                                                                                                                     

 
26  A court will only interfere with the Minister’s conclusion if it was irrational or one to which no reasonable 

Minister could have come; it will not interfere just because it would have come to a different conclusion. 
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no provision for parliamentary control of the exercise of that power,  
and we consider that the bill should specify the categories of person 
(e.g. local authorities or professional regulatory bodies) who, in 
addition to Ministers, could by order be empowered to legislate. We 
agree with the conclusion in paragraph 126 of the memorandum that a 
person to whom power to legislate was given by the order could not delegate 
that function to someone else and that the order could not enable that to be 
done. 

Devolution restrictions: Clauses 10 to 12 

36. An order may not amend or repeal Northern Ireland legislation; it may not 
make provision within the competence of the Scottish Parliament; and it 
requires the agreement of the National Assembly for Wales in certain 
circumstances. 

PARLIAMENTARY PROCEDURE: CLAUSES 13 TO 20 

37. Following consultation in accordance with clause 14 (equivalent to the 
consultation under section 5 of the 2001 Act), the procedure for making an 
order is this: 

(a) A draft order and an explanatory document are laid before 
Parliament (clause 15). The explanatory document is, broadly, the 
equivalent of the statement which is laid for first stage scrutiny under 
the 2001 Act, but there are some differences. In the case of an order 
under clause 1, the document must include “so far as appropriate”27 
an assessment of the extent to which the order would remove or 
reduce burdens. Where an order under clause 3 implements a Law 
Commission recommendation with changes, the reasons for the 
changes must be explained. 

(b) When the explanatory document is laid, the Minister must 
recommend whether the draft order should be subject to negative, 
affirmative or super-affirmative procedure (clause 16). 

(c) Either House has 30 days in which to require “upgrading” of the 
procedure if it wishes. The decision of the House for this purpose 
can be a recommendation of a Committee charged with reporting on 
the draft (unless the recommendation is rejected by the House 
within the 30 days). 

(d) Where the outcome is the negative procedure, the Minister may 
make the order unless within 40 days of laying either House resolves 
that the order may not be made. But this is subject to a veto in either 
House (see paragraphs 44 to 51). 

(e) Where the outcome is the affirmative procedure, the Minister may 
make the order if it is approved by both Houses after 40 days have 
elapsed since laying, subject again to a veto in either House. 

(f) Where the outcome is the super-affirmative procedure, there is a 60-
day period (from laying) during which representations may be made, 

                                                                                                                                     

 
27  Explained at paragraph 99 of the memorandum. 
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either House may pass resolutions and a Committee of either House 
may make recommendations. The Minister must have regard to all 
these representations, resolutions and recommendations, but is not 
obliged to act in accordance with them. If, after the 60 days, the 
Minister wishes to proceed with the draft order as laid, he must lay a 
statement explaining the representations which were made. If, after 
the 60 days, the Minister wishes to revise the draft, he may do so and 
must lay a revised draft (with a statement as to the revisions and 
representations), which each House may (or may not) approve. This 
too is subject to a veto in either House. 

Variability of procedure 

38. The provision on parliamentary procedure is substantially different from that 
under the 2001 Act because, under that Act, the super-affirmative procedure 
applies in all cases and the first stage is only ever a proposal for an order. 
Under this bill, the draft order itself is laid at first stage and, if the negative or 
affirmative procedure applies, or if the Minister decides, where the super-
affirmative procedure applies, not to revise the draft, the first stage is the only 
stage. Where the memorandum asserts (paragraph 14) that there is scope for 
amendment between first and second stage of scrutiny, it must be 
remembered that this only applies to the super-affirmative procedure and 
that any amendment is by the Minister at his discretion. 

39. Conventionally, an Act will, for any power, prescribe the level of 
parliamentary scrutiny for its exercise. So the decision is taken while the bill 
is before the House. The decision is taken on the basis not just of the actual 
likely use of the power but also of the potential use of the power. Often the 
affirmative procedure is chosen in the knowledge that many exercises of the 
power (e.g. to make consequential amendments) may not be of great 
significance, but it may nevertheless be a recognition by the House of the 
width and potential significance of the power. The 2001 Act follows this 
pattern in prescribing super-affirmative procedure for all RROs. 

40. The approach of this bill is different. It leaves the decision as to 
parliamentary procedure to be determined at the time the order is prepared 
as happens with, for example, regulations under section 2(2) of the European 
Communities Act 1972. The Minister proposes the super-affirmative, 
affirmative or negative procedure but, unlike the 1972 Act, the bill allows 
Parliament to override that proposal. The use of the 2001 Act has 
demonstrated that, as well as highly significant reform where the super-
affirmative procedure may only just have been acceptable28, minor 
improvement can also be delivered, where the negative procedure would 
have been more proportionate29. We consider that it is acceptable for the 
Minister, when laying a draft order, to propose what he considers to 
be the proportionate parliamentary procedure for its approval, 
subject to Parliament deciding that a more onerous procedure should 
apply. The bill is clear that it is Parliament, not the Minister, which 
has the final say on what the procedure is to be. 

                                                                                                                                     

 
28  E.g. the Regulatory Reform (Fire Safety) Order 2005. 
29  E.g. the Regulatory Reform (Museum of London) (Location of Premises) Order 2004. 
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Time provided for scrutiny 

41. We also agree that 30 days is sufficient for either House or a 
Committee to consider the proposed procedure and if necessary 
“upgrade” it. In any event, the relevant scrutiny committee could set out a 
general approach that the super-affirmative procedure was their default 
requirement and that they would normally recommend accordingly except in 
obviously straightforward cases. It should be possible to identify such cases 
within 30 days. 

42. We also agree that the 60-day period is sufficient statutory provision for the 
scrutiny of super-affirmative proposals. We have considered whether the bill 
should include a formal mechanism to extend this period if a scrutiny 
Committee should need more time, but have decided that it need not. 
Although this Committee has, on occasion, reported outside the 60-day 
period in the 2001 Act, usually when we have asked the Government for 
complex information, the Government have always waited for the 
Committee’s report before proceeding. While we accept that more than 
60 days may be required to scrutinise complex proposals, particularly 
if the policy proposed in a draft order is to be examined, we welcome 
the Government’s recognition30 that, in practice, the scrutiny 
Committees can take longer if they need to do so. Although the bill 
would allow a Minister to move the approval of an order on day 61, whether 
or not the Committees had reported, we are confident that any necessary 
extension could be agreed informally without the need for the Committee to 
exercise their “veto” and recommend on day 60 that no further proceedings 
be taken on the order. 

43. The Government have proposed this choice of parliamentary procedures 
because they consider that the current procedure can be disproportionately 
onerous and so off-putting to departments31. At Appendix 3, we have set out 
the exercise to date of the powers in the 2001 Act and the time taken for 
each RRO to pass each hurdle. From this, we conclude that it is not the 
parliamentary proceedings which are unduly onerous or long; and that it is 
processes outside Parliament, such as the consultation (an essential element 
of the process), which might be more off-putting to departments.  

The power to recommend that no further proceedings be taken on the 
order: the Committee “veto” 

44. The bill enables a Committee of either House charged with reporting on a 
draft order to prevent, in certain circumstances, the order from being made, 
subject to the Committee’s recommendation being rejected by the House. 
This is distinct from the requirement for approval32 of an order by the House, 
at which point the House may (as with any statutory instrument) vote against 
the instrument on any grounds. 

45. This statutory power of “veto” given to a Committee is limited to three 
grounds: 

                                                                                                                                     

 
30  Memorandum, paragraph 114. 
31 Memorandum, Annex C. 
32  Affirmative and super-affirmative orders require approval; negative orders may be rejected by the House 

resolving that the order be not made. 
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(a) that the provision made by the draft order does not serve the relevant 
purpose in clause 1(2), 2(2) or 3(2); 

(b) that the clause 4(2) preconditions are not satisfied; 

(c) that the clause 4(5) condition is not satisfied. 

46. The power must be exercised during a particular period of the order’s 
passage through Parliament. That period is: 

(a) for orders subject to affirmative or negative procedure, after the end 
of the 30-day period allowed for “upgrading” the parliamentary 
procedure, but before the expiry of the 40-day period from laying; 

(b) for orders subject to super-affirmative procedure, after the statement 
under clause 19(3) is laid but before the draft order is approved, or, 
where the order is revised and a revised draft laid under clause 19(8), 
after the revised draft is laid but before it is approved. 

47. Any “veto” exercised by a Committee is provisional because the House may 
reject the Committee’s recommendation33. The consequence of the time 
limits described above is that, if the House were to overturn the Committee’s 
view that an order should not proceed, it would by then be too late for the 
Committee to recommend the “upgrading” of the parliamentary procedure. 

Statutory limitation of the role of Select Committees 

48. These provisions (“may… recommend under this subsection that…”34) are 
unusual in that, rather than merely providing for the consequences of a 
particular recommendation by a Committee (leaving it to Standing Orders or 
the Committee’s terms of reference to empower the Committee to make the 
recommendation), the bill apparently seeks to confer specific powers on the 
Committee. This raises the question whether the bill impliedly prevents the 
Committee from recommending on any other grounds that an order should 
not proceed, for example our current extra-statutory test of appropriateness. 
Our view, which also appears to be that of the Government35, is that 
the bill should not limit a Committee’s ability to report that an order 
should not proceed on any ground it chooses. The contrary position 
would be inappropriate. 

Veto on grounds of appropriateness: safeguard by statute or undertaking? 

49. The Regulatory Reform Committees in both Lords and Commons attach 
importance to their current test of whether a proposed RRO is an 
appropriate use of the delegated power (see paragraphs 13 and 14), but such 
a test is not part of the statutory “veto” proposed in the bill, despite being a 
recommendation of the Commons Committee36. Appropriateness involves 
more than size and controversy: a proposal might sub-delegate too much 
power; might follow unreasonably soon after the legislation it amends; or it 

                                                                                                                                     

 
33  Clauses 17(6), 18(5) and 19(7) and (12). 
34  Clauses 17(4), 18(3) and 19(5) and (10). 
35  Memorandum, paragraphs 119 and 120. 
36  First Special Report (2005-06), paragraph 58. 
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might be that the changes made by the Minister to a Law Commission 
recommendation, even if not controversial, are too significant. 

50. The appropriateness test exercised by the Committees when examining 
proposals under the 2001 Act is also extra-statutory and has its origins in 
Government undertakings37. The Government have given the same 
undertaking about the use of this bill, if enacted. At second reading in the 
Commons, the Minister (Mr Jim Murphy MP) said: 

 “I am giving a clear undertaking today that orders will not be used to 
implement highly controversial reforms, that they will not be forced 
through in the face of opposition from the Committees of this House 
and that the Committees’ views on what is appropriate for delivery 
by order will be final.” 38 

51. In 2001, this Committee expressed reservations about legislating on the basis 
of undertakings because they could not bind successor Governments nor 
guarantee the long-term position39. This is still our view. We consider that 
the wider delegation proposed in this bill is rightly to be balanced by a 
statutory power of “veto”, exercisable on any grounds. We therefore 
invite the House to consider leaving out clauses 17(5), 18(4) and 19(6) 
and (11), which restrict the grounds on which the “veto” may be 
exercised. The bill would then in effect provide that when a Committee of 
either House recommended (on whatever ground) that no further 
proceedings be taken in relation to a draft order, no further proceedings 
could be taken unless and until the House rejected the recommendation. 

OTHER CONSIDERATIONS 

Ministerial undertakings 

52. The exercise of the powers in the 1994 and 2001 Acts has been 
circumscribed by Ministerial undertakings40. The most important 
undertaking, repeated for this bill, is that the Government will not to force 
through an order in the face of opposition from a Committee, and that and 
that the Committees’ views on what is appropriate for delivery by order will 
be final (discussed at paragraphs 49 to 51). 

53. In 2001, the Government said that the power was not suited to “large and 
controversial” measures. For this bill, the Minister has said that the power 
would not be used to implement “highly controversial” reforms41. We invited 
the Minister to go further, to repeat the undertaking given for the 2001 Act, 
but she declined42. In practice, we do not consider this a difficulty because 
the Committees will continue to consider appropriateness on the basis of 
their own tests, not as a judgment against the Ministerial undertaking of what 
the Government will propose. We think it unlikely that the Government 

                                                                                                                                     

 
37 See paragraph 13 of this Report. 
38  See HC Deb 9 February 2006 cols 1058-59; Memorandum, paragraphs 115 and 199; and Appendix 2. 
39  10th Report (2000-01), paragraphs 6-17. 
40  The development of the undertakings given for the use of the 2001 Act is set out in the Committee’s 10th 

Report (2000-01), paragraphs 6-17. 
41  HC Deb 9 February 2006 cols 1058-59. 
42  Appendix 2. 
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would regard it as an efficient use of resources to propose orders of greater 
complexity and controversy than would meet the Committees’ own tests of 
appropriateness, in the knowledge that the Committees would be likely to 
regard such orders as inappropriate. 

Parliament’s capacity to scrutinise proposed legislation 

54. A final issue for the House, in considering whether to enact these new 
powers, is the capacity of Parliament to scrutinise legislation proposed by the 
Government. In theory, the Government may propose an infinite number of 
measures in any session but, in practice, Parliament’s ability properly to 
scrutinise these measures restricts the number of bills which can be delivered 
each year. In the Lords, the use of Grand Committee has recently increased 
the sessional volume of legislation. It is a valid argument of those in 
opposition and on the back- and cross-benches that there should be a 
reasonable limit on the amount of legislation which any Government can 
expect to pass in a session. In considering the powers conferred by this bill, 
the House may wish to consider to what extent it wishes to increase the flow 
of legislation. For, if the bill achieves its stated aim of enabling proposals to 
become law which cannot currently do so due to lack of parliamentary time, 
the House may have much more legislation to scrutinise than at present. 

PROMOTING REGULATORY PRINCIPLES: CLAUSE 2 

55. Clause 2 (power to promote regulatory principles) enables a Minister of the 
Crown by order to make provision which he considers would serve the 
purpose of securing that regulatory functions are exercised so as to comply 
with the principles that regulatory activities: 

(a) should be carried out in a way which is transparent, accountable, 
proportionate and consistent; and 

(b) should be targeted only at cases in which action is needed. 

The provision made by the order may amend or repeal any enactment 
(clause 2(4)). 

56. Clause 2(4) mentions some of the ways in which the power may be exercised. 
These do not include conferring powers to legislate, but do include creating 
new bodies for the purpose of exercising regulatory functions, as well as the 
abolition of existing bodies or offices. 

57. Clause 2 has no antecedent in the 2001 Act. It is a wide-ranging and 
significant power. In particular, the membership of regulatory bodies is an 
issue which attracts considerable interest in proceedings on the bills which 
establish them: the House should be aware that the exercise of this power 
may not prove uncontroversial (for instance, a proposal to merge bodies each 
of which regulates a particular sector of business into a much larger single 
body which is to regulate all such sectors). However, the principles according 
to which the power must be exercised are clearly stated in clause 2(2) and the 
unusual width of the power is balanced by the preconditions and procedural 
safeguards. We do not consider the power in Clause 2 to be 
inappropriate. 
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CONSOLIDATION, SIMPLIFICATION AND LAW COMMISSION 
RECOMMENDATIONS: CLAUSES 1(5), 3 AND 4(3) TO (5) 

58. Clause 3 (power to implement Law Commission recommendations) enables 
a Minister by order to make provision which he considers would serve the 
purpose of implementing recommendations of a Law Commission, with or 
without changes. The order may amend or repeal any enactment and may do 
any of the things which are listed in clause 1(7) for an order under clause 1. 
In addition, it may amend or abolish rules of common law or codify rules of 
common law. 

Mischief 

59. The memorandum explains that this power, which has no antecedent in the 
2001 Act, is prompted by the number of Law Commission 
recommendations, fully or partly accepted by the Government, but which 
await a “legislative opportunity”43. We considered a similar issue when 
reporting on the power to reform company law, proposed in this session’s 
Company Law Reform Bill but now removed from that bill. The 
considerations in our Report on that power apply equally to this provision44. 
We said: 

 “Ultimately, the problem identified by the Minister is a matter of the 
Government’s political priorities in drawing up their legislative 
programme and we cannot take such considerations into account 
when determining the appropriateness of delegations.”45 

60. In any event, we are not convinced that the sole or even main reason for the 
backlog is lack of primary legislative time. In particular, Law Commission 
recommendations may be controversial, require expenditure or conflict with 
wider aspects of Government policy, all of which would be reasons for a 
Minister to decide to postpone implementation. 

Controversy 

61. Law Commission recommendations have on occasions previously proved 
controversial both in Parliament and in national debate46. The subjects of the 
Commission’s completed and ongoing law reform projects47 suggest similar 
scope for controversy, at least at the level where the detail of the policy will 
be of interest to a number of members of the House. In addition, the power 
in clause 3 would allow Ministers to implement recommendations “with 
changes”48 without any requirement that such changes be agreed with the 
Law Commission. They might represent changes necessary to take account 
of developments in the law since the report49, but might also represent the 

                                                                                                                                     

 
43  Memorandum, paragraph 20. 
44 9th Report (2005-06), paragraphs 29 to 44. 
45  9th Report (2005-06), paragraph 43. 
46  The Family Homes and Domestic Violence Bill in 1994 was considered uncontroversial in the Lords but 

not so when the bill moved to the Commons, not least due to media interest, and the bill was not 
proceeded with. See HC Deb 2 November 1995 WA 415. 

47  Ninth Programme of Law Reform, Law Commission, March 2005,  HC 353. 
48 Memorandum, paragraph 71. 
49  See HC Deb Standing Committee A, 28 February 2006, col 38. 
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Government’s choice between a number of possible solutions, where 
Parliament might wish, by amendment, to debate and adopt a different 
solution. Having regard to the Government’s explanation in their 
memorandum, we consider that there are likely to be many instances where a 
proposal for the implementation by order of Law Commission 
recommendations would fail our test of appropriateness50. 

Process 

62. A statutory instrument is not an appropriate vehicle for implementing Law 
Commission recommendations for two principal reasons. First, a process 
which involves scrutiny by a Select Committee alone is not a substitute for 
scrutiny by the House, however detailed the scrutiny in Select Committee. 
The issues raised on Law Commission recommendations are issues where 
the detail of the policy is likely to be of interest to a number of members, not 
just those appointed to the scrutiny Committee. Secondly, although the 
scrutiny Committees in the two Houses can propose amendments, in the 
hope that the Government will reflect them in any second stage order, there 
is, and can be, no facility for Parliament to make amendments, or to 
reconcile differences of opinion between the two Houses or Committees. 

63. For these reasons, we conclude that it is inappropriate for Law 
Commission recommendations to be implemented by order and we 
recommend that the House seek the removal of clause 3 from the bill. 
Such legislation (if outside the scope of clause 1) is better made by 
bill, where all members of the House may participate and propose 
amendments; and amendments may be made by, and reconciled 
between, the two Houses in the usual way. 

Consolidation and simplification 

64. We wish to consider the power in clause 3 together with the provision in 
clause 1(5), which, in defining “burden” for the exercise of the clause 1 
power, expressly includes cases where a financial cost or administrative 
inconvenience is thought to result from the form of legislation (e.g. where it 
is hard to understand). This definition is significant because it allows 
consolidation or the rewriting of primary legislation by means of subordinate 
legislation. 

65. Orders restating legislation (i.e. consolidation) and orders under clause 3 
which codify rules of law are treated differently from other orders under the 
bill: 

(a) the normal preconditions do not apply in either case: the only test is 
whether the provision would make the law more accessible or easily 
understood (clause 4(5)); 

(b) the restrictions on conferring power to legislate do not apply to 
restatements of legislation (clause 5(4)); 

(c) an order restating legislation may impose taxation (clause 6(2)); 

                                                                                                                                     

 
50  See paragraphs 13, 14 and 49 to 51. 
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(d) the restrictions on creating new criminal offences or increasing 
penalties for existing offences and on authorizing forcible entry, etc. 
do not apply to restatements of legislation (clauses 7(6) and 8(3)). 

Consolidation at present: “fast-track” bill procedures 

66. Parliament has already set up, by statute and Standing Order, “fast-track” 
mechanisms to deliver primary legislation for certain purposes. These 
include: 

(a) consolidation51; 

(b) statute law revision and repeal52; 

(c) tax law rewrite; 

67. A general feature of these mechanisms is commitment to a specialist Select 
Committee. The reassurance which such scrutiny gives to the House can 
lead to the bill’s subsequent stages being almost formal where the measure is 
straightforward but, vitally, the right of any member to take part is in no way 
curtailed. Such mechanisms thus save time on the floor of the House, a key 
consideration for the inclusion of bills in the legislative programme: the 
Education Act 1996 (a consolidation bill) was passed in 4 minutes on the 
floor of the Lords and 1 minute on the floor of the Commons53; the Income 
Tax (Trading and Other Income) Act 2005 (a tax law rewrite bill) was 
passed in 44 minutes on the floor of the Lords and 39 minutes on the floor of 
the Commons54. 

68. A further common feature is that these procedures are largely limited to 
restatement of the law, which is uncontroversial. That Parliament currently 
requires a bill for such restatement is significant in considering whether to 
delegate to Ministers the more substantial power to simplify the law, let alone 
to implement Law Commission recommendations, possibly in a modified 
form. 

69. Fast-track bill procedures have distinct advantages over any order-making 
procedure, being: 

(a) the law is made by Parliament, not by Ministers (paragraphs 72 to 
74); 

(b) the proposals receive detailed scrutiny in a Select Committee; 

(c) nonetheless, any member of either House may participate in the 
bill’s stages and may propose amendments; 

                                                                                                                                     

 
51  This can be pure consolidation; consolidation under the Consolidation of Enactments (Procedure) Act 

1949, which allows a very limited scope for corrections and minor improvements; or consolidation with 
amendments to give effect to Law Commission recommendations. See Companion paragraph 6.187. 

52  “Revision” bills are limited to the repeal of obsolete, spent, unnecessary or superseded enactments; 
“repeal” bills repeal enactments which are no longer of practical utility. See Companion paragraph 6.187. 

53  This bill had 583 clauses and 40 Schedules and was committed to the Joint Committee on Consolidation 
Bills. Similarly, the European Parliamentary Elections Act 2002, also a consolidation bill, took 12 minutes 
on the floor of the Lords and 1 minute on the floor of the Commons. The Statute Law (Repeals) Act 2004 
took 9 minutes on the floor of the Lords and 2 minutes on the floor of the Commons. 

54  This bill had 886 clauses and 4 Schedules and was committed to the Joint Committee on Tax Law Rewrite 
Bills. 
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(d) differences between the two Houses can be reconciled in the usual 
way; 

(e) for genuinely uncontroversial measures, very little time is taken on 
the floor of the House. 

70. It is unclear how far the Government have explored the possibility of 
expanding the existing procedures to enable simplification: we were not 
persuaded by paragraphs 12-24 of their memorandum. 

71. In our report on the Company Law Reform Bill we said: 

 “We have considered whether, if the power [was]… limited to 
restatement and codification…, it would be acceptable, but we have 
decided that it would not. This is not least because Parliament has 
already set up special forms of primary legislative procedure to 
achieve [restatement and codification]… in certain fields by means 
of the Consolidation and Tax Law Rewrite bill procedures.”55 

We believe that the same is true here. 

Excessive delegation 

72. The law containing the fundamental principles in any subject area is made by 
Parliament, not by Ministers. If an Act of Parliament, or an area of 
legislation, is hard to understand and needs re-writing, we consider that it 
should be Parliament’s responsibility to do so, not that of Ministers. We 
consider that the statute law should be made by Parliament, not by 
Ministers. 

73. In this context, we note one further issue. The actions of Ministers, including 
their exercise of delegated powers, are susceptible to judicial review. If such a 
power to re-write the statute book were delegated, it would remain a power 
for Ministers to make delegated legislation, however closely Parliament 
scrutinised its exercise. In consequence, the rewording of Acts made by 
Ministerial order would be, as they should be, open to challenge in the courts 
in a way that Acts of Parliament are not. There is a serious issue for the 
House as to whether such extensive powers should be given to Ministers, 
whatever level of scrutiny is applied to the process. 

74. The provision for Ministerial consolidation and simplification of 
statute is inappropriate and we recommend that the House seek the 
removal of clauses 1(5) and 4(3) to (5) from the bill. 

Development of “fast-track” bill procedures? 

75. Both Houses also have mechanisms to deal with bills which implement Law 
Commission recommendations although, in contrast to consolidation, there 
is no specific “Law Commission Bill” procedure. For example, in the 
Commons, such bills can have their second readings, as well as committee, 
off the floor of the House56. In the Lords, the Companion says that “special 
public bill committees are particularly suitable for bills originating in reports 

                                                                                                                                     

 
55  9th Report (2005-06), paragraph 42. 
56 E.g. proceedings on the floor of the Commons on the Land Registration Bill (a Law Commission bill) in 

2002 took 1 hour 30 minutes, with second reading and standing committee taken off the floor. 
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of the Law Commissions”57. The use of such mechanisms depends on 
agreement in the usual channels that a proposal is uncontroversial and suited 
to such scrutiny. Whether Parliament should devise mechanisms to facilitate 
bills which simplify statute and which implement Law Commission 
recommendations is a much broader issue than one of delegated powers, and 
is for the two Houses and their Procedure Committees. 

 

CONCLUSION ON PART 1 OF THE BILL 

76. In summary, our conclusions on Part 1 of the Legislative and Regulatory 
Reform Bill are as follows:  

(a) subject to two reservations, the power to remove or reduce burdens 
in clause 1 is not far different from the power which Parliament 
delegated to Ministers in the 2001 Act and so we do not find it 
inappropriate (paragraphs 19 to 26); 

(b) our reservations relate to use of the process for restating the law 
(paragraphs 63 to 73) and the extent of the restrictions on sub-
delegating (paragraph 35); 

(c) it is right that a Committee’s recommendation that an order should 
not proceed (the “veto”) should have the consequence of preventing 
further proceedings unless and until the House says otherwise. The 
grounds on which such a recommendation may be made are 
however limited and do not include the Committees’ judgment of 
what is appropriate for delivery by order: this important safeguard 
operates on the basis of a Ministerial undertaking which future 
Governments may not choose to repeat. We invite the House to 
consider whether the bill’s restriction of the grounds on which the 
“veto” may be exercised should be removed (paragraphs 44 to 51); 

(d) the power to promote regulatory principles in clause 2 is not 
inappropriate (paragraphs 55 to 57);  

(e) the implementation of Law Commission recommendations (clause 
3) is unsuitable for delivery by delegated legislation and we invite the 
House to consider whether primary legislation, subject to some 
special procedure, would be a more satisfactory way to legislate for 
such purposes (paragraphs 58 to 63); and 

(f) the same applies to the consolidation and simplification of statute 
(clauses 1(5) and 4(3) to (5)) (paragraphs 64 to 73). 

 

 

                                                                                                                                     

 
57  Companion to the Standing Orders of the House of Lords, 2005, paragraph 6.101. Proceedings on the floor of 

the Lords on the Family Homes and Domestic Violence Bill in 1994 (a Law Commission bill) took 2 hours 
34 minutes, plus time in the Special Public Bill Committee. 
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PART 2: EXERCISE OF REGULATORY FUNCTIONS 

77. Clause 24(1) of the bill enables a Minister of the Crown to issue, and revise, 
a code of practice to which persons must have regard when determining 
policy or principles, setting standards or giving guidance for the exercise of 
regulatory functions (defined in clause 34(1)). A draft of the code, or any 
revision to it, must be approved by each House of Parliament, and will come 
into force on a day appointed by order. Clause 26 enables a Minister or, as 
respects Wales, the National Assembly for Wales to specify regulatory 
functions (apart from certain functions already conferred on statutory 
bodies) for the purposes of clauses 23 and 24: that power is exercisable by 
order, again subject to the affirmative procedure. We are satisfied that 
both the delegation of these powers and the level of parliamentary 
scrutiny to which their exercise is subject are appropriate. 

 

PART 3: AMBULATORY REFERENCES TO EUROPEAN 
COMMUNITY INSTRUMENTS 

78. Section 2(2) of the European Communities Act 1972 (“the 1972 Act”) 
enables secondary legislation to be made for the purposes (i) of dealing with 
matters arising out of Community instruments which are directly applicable 
in the member states (e.g. regulations) and (ii) enabling the implementation 
of those Community instruments which are not directly applicable (e.g. 
directives). 

79. The power in the 1972 Act extends only to implementation etc. of 
Community instruments in existence when the instrument under section 
2(2) is made. It is not possible to anticipate future obligations by referring to 
Community instruments as amended from time to time in the future. 
Accordingly, for example, every time a directive is amended an amending 
statutory instrument must be made under section 2(2) of the 1972 Act to 
update the reference in the original implementing instrument. 

80. Clause 30 of the bill amends the 1972 Act so as to enable (but not require) 
the original instrument to be construed so that the Community instrument 
referred to will be that instrument in its current version at any particular 
time. Its practical importance relates to instruments made before the bill 
comes into force, because for future instruments the effect is achieved 
automatically by clause 27(1) of the bill and section 23 of the Interpretation 
Act 1978. Clause 30 is a modest amendment to the delegation in the 
1972 Act but, since its effect is to enable the removal of the need for 
amending instruments (and hence the automatic opportunity for 
debate in Parliament on such instruments), we draw it to the 
attention of the House. 
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APPENDIX 1: DELEGATED POWERS MEMORANDUM BY THE 
CABINET OFFICE  

Introduction 

1. This Memorandum identifies provisions for delegated powers in the Legislative and 
Regulatory Reform Bill (“the Bill”). The Bill replaces the Regulatory Reform Act 2001 
(“the 2001 Act”) and creates a new system of making orders for better regulation aims or 
implementing Law Commission recommendations. The Bill also provides for the 
introduction of a code of practice to apply to regulators and makes provisions which will 
make transposition of EC law into domestic law more transparent and less bureaucratic. 
For completeness, this memorandum describes each Part of the Bill, including provisions 
which do not contain delegated powers. Where there are delegated powers, the 
memorandum makes this clear. It explains in each case the purpose of the power, the 
reason why the matter is to be dealt with by delegated legislation, the procedure for its 
exercise and why that procedure has been chosen. 

Background and better regulation agenda 

2. The UK is currently one of the best places in the world to do business58. However, the 
global economy presents us with huge challenges, not least from the emerging major 
economies of India and China. If we deliver on our better regulation objectives of 
addressing over-burdensome regulation and inefficient inspection regimes, the benefits to 
competitiveness and improved public services will be considerable. 

3. On 24 May 2005 the Chancellor of the Exchequer launched a Better Regulation Action 
Plan. The aim of this plan was to boost flexibility and enterprise by setting challenging 
targets for Government to reduce the burden on business, charities and the voluntary and 
public sectors of administering regulations and achieve those targets by implementing the 
recommendations in the Hampton Review59 and the Better Regulation Task Force 
(‘BRTF’) report Less is More60, which the Government accepted in full. 

4. The recommendations in these reports included the identification of simplification 
proposals and the consideration of changes to the 2001 Act to allow delivery of a greater 
number of reforms via the order-making process. The BRTF estimated that we could 
boost British national income in the long term by as much as 1 per cent of GDP per year 
through adoption of an administrative burdens reduction plan. 

5. The agenda will deliver ongoing reductions in the total administrative burdens faced by 
business and much clearer inspection and enforcement arrangements in the private and 
public sectors. It will require a step change in efforts by departments, inspectorates and 
regulators. It will involve a rebalancing of efforts between regulation and deregulation. 

6. As part of the Government’s concerted effort to achieve the necessary reforms, all 
departments will publish Simplification Plans by Autumn 2006 with proposals to reduce 

                                                                                                                                     

 
58 The World Bank’s ‘Doing Business 2006 Survey’ finds it is easier to start a business in the UK than in any 

other country in the EU while the World Economic Forum ranks the UK 6th in the World for business 
competitiveness. The recent IMD business school competitiveness rankings also show that the UK is the 
top-rated large European Union country, and has an overall ranking of 8th place for economic performance. 

59 Reducing Administrative Burdens: Effective Inspection and Enforcement, Philip Hampton, March 2005 
60 Regulation – Less is More. Reducing Burdens, Improving Outcomes, Better Regulation Task Force, March 

2005 
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regulatory burdens on businesses, charities, the voluntary and public sectors through 
measures to deregulate, consolidate and rationalise regulation. 

7. The Department for the Environment, Food and Rural Affairs, the Department for 
Trade and Industry, the Food Standards Agency and the Health and Safety Executive 
have already published initial plans for consultation, which can be found on their websites. 

8. In parallel to the simplification plan exercise, the Government is also carrying out an 
administrative burdens reduction project. As part of this project to reduce administrative 
burdens, the Government has contacted more than 200,000 businesses across the UK to 
identify regulation that is considered unnecessarily burdensome, for example unnecessary 
form filling requirements and other over-burdensome administrative procedures. The 
results of this project will be used to set further targets to reduce administrative burdens 
on business, charities and the voluntary sector. The administrative burdens identified will 
be included in departmental simplification plans. 

9. Where these proposals for simplification require changes to primary legislation, the 
order-making powers contained in the Bill will always be considered to assess whether 
they are a suitable vehicle for delivery of the proposals. It is therefore important that the 
powers are sufficient to deliver the necessary reforms. 

10. In July 2005 the Government published the results of a review of the 2001 Act61, 
which found that despite the limited success of the removals and reductions in burdens 
under it, for example the Regulatory Reform (Fire Safety) Order 2005 which will save 
businesses an estimated £47 – £137 million, and the Regulatory Reform (Business 
Tenancies) (England and Wales) Order 2003 which saved an estimated £19 million a 
year, there were significant limitations to the regulatory reform order (‘RRO’) power 
which prevented worthwhile reforms: 

• The Act has not enabled the delivery of uncontroversial Law Commission 
recommendations as effectively as expected. 

• Specific restrictions on the current powers also limit the scope of proposals, such as 
the inability to: 

♦ amend legislation amended or enacted in the previous two years; 

♦ amend the common law; 

♦ confer legislative powers; or 

♦ remove burdens affecting individuals who are not carrying on an activity62. 

• The complexity of the burdens power also imposed analytical difficulties on 
departments in preparing RROs. For instance, for larger, more complex RROs 
such as the Fire Safety RRO, the legal analysis required made the documentation 
complicated and difficult for those such as consultees to use. 

11. These limitations meant that to date only 28 RROs have been made under the 2001 
Act.63 Examples of measures affected by the restrictions of the 2001 Act are included at 
Annex D. 

                                                                                                                                     

 
61 Review of the Regulatory Reform Act 2001, Cabinet Office, July 2005 
62 ‘Carrying on an activity’ has been interpreted to mean carrying out an ongoing activity. 
63 When the 2001 Act was passed, departments identified 63 proposals that appeared suitable for delivery by 

RRO. These were shown in the Regulatory Reform Action Plan, published by the Cabinet Office in February 
2002. 
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The order-making process and primary legislation alternatives: why not use specialist Bill 
procedures? 

12. The 2001 Act (and the Deregulation and Contracting Out Act 1994 (‘the 1994 Act’) 
before it) proved that the amendment of primary legislation via secondary legislation is a 
workable process. Debate during the passage of the 2001 Act acknowledged the value of 
the order-making power established under the 1994 Act in giving greater flexibility and 
creating a useful new tool for revising relatively uncontroversial primary legislation. 

13. The DPRRC has commented that the regulatory reform process is an onerous one. In 
this context, they also stated that the process should be applied to measures of some 
significance. (DPRRC, 1st Report of Session 2003-4). The Regulatory Reform Committee 
(‘RRC’) also commented in its first special report of 2005-6, that sometimes the RRO 
procedure may result in RROs receiving more detailed scrutiny than the same provisions 
would have received if they had been included in a large Bill. Although the Government 
acknowledges that the scrutiny procedures for Bills differ from the order-making process, 
it believes that it ensures proper Parliamentary scrutiny nevertheless. 

14. Although orders have no second reading, committees are well placed to analyse and 
judge proposals on their merits. Detailed scrutiny takes place over a number of weeks and 
allows for research and the calling of evidence in a way that is not possible for Bills. There 
is scope for amendment between the first and second stage of scrutiny and there are 
opportunities for debates on affirmative motions. 

15. This Bill intends to build on the existing experience of over ten years of deregulatory 
order-making powers to improve their effectiveness in delivering better regulation. The 
experience of the DPRRC and of the House of Commons RRC in providing thorough 
Parliamentary scrutiny will continue to be crucial to the order-making progress. 

16. The Government acknowledges that there are specialist legislative procedures in 
existence, for example for consolidation and tax law rewrite Bills, but believes that orders 
are a valid measure for delivering better regulation initiatives. 

17. Consolidation Bills are for pure consolidation of legislation or repeal of redundant 
legislation, sometimes with minor amendments. Tax law rewrite Bills aim to make the 
language of tax law simpler whilst preserving the effect of the existing law, subject to 
minor changes. 

18. The Government believes that the aims of the better regulation agenda will not always 
be adequately addressed by simply consolidating and repealing legislative provisions whilst 
making only minor amendments in the way that tax law rewrite and consolidation Bills do. 
The potential measures in Annex B, for example, require substantive legal change. 

19. The alternative of using the standard Bill procedure to deliver deregulatory measures 
which require substantive change has proved ineffective: many deregulatory measures are 
not substantial enough to constitute Bills in their own right, and with the exception of 
those measures which involve the removal or reduction of burdens within the powers of 
the 2001 Act and can be delivered via RRO, many measures wait long periods of time to 
be included in Bills with appropriate subject matter. This means that where deregulation 
is necessary to remove a burden, those subject to regulatory burdens may have to wait a 
long time for a measure that has already been identified as necessary. 

20. The Government also acknowledges that there are Standing Order procedures 
applying to Law Commission recommendations. However, these procedures still require 
time to be found on the floor of both Houses, so Law Commission law reform bills still 
have to compete to some extent with other legislative priorities. As a result, the Law 
Commission’s annual report for 2004-05 revealed that there were 16 outstanding reports, 
that the Government had accepted in whole or part, awaiting a legislative opportunity. 
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Some had remained unimplemented for a considerable period of time, the oldest such 
report dating from 1991. 

21. The Government believes that it should be possible to deliver by order better 
regulation measures and Law Commission recommendations which, although they 
require changes to primary legislation, are considered in the light of their nature to be 
appropriate for delivery by secondary legislation. 

Why not simply create a new accelerated Bill procedure under Standing Orders? 

22. A procedure set out in Standing Orders could be more opaque to the Public than any 
proposal to build on the established procedures in the 2001 Act. 

23. In addition, the Government considers that any proposal to develop a new procedure 
under Standing Orders would not necessarily receive the same level of public scrutiny as 
this current Bill is receiving. As the Government attaches a great deal of importance to the 
better regulation objectives, it is crucial that the right process is established. We consider 
that this is best achieved by building on the experience of the 2001 Act, an approach 
which was supported in the recent public consultation on this Bill. 

24. The present Bill was drafted following a public consultation on the limits of the 
present 2001 Act64. Respondents expressed strong support for proposals to extend RRO 
powers. The Institute of Directors stated that: “The RRO system should certainly be 
extended to include simplification measures. Indeed, most business people would be 
surprised to discover that these are not covered by the RRO system already”. 

Previous consideration of the Bill 

25. The Bill has been subject to scrutiny in the House of Commons and completed 
Report Stage and Third Reading on 16 May 2006. It received First Reading in the House 
of Lords on 17 May 2006. Prior to the Bill’s introduction into Parliament, the 
Government conducted a 12 week consultation exercise from 20 July to 12 October 2005, 
following a comprehensive review of the operation of the 2001 Act. 

26. The Minister gave evidence to the RRC on 13 December 2005 on the operation of the 
2001 Act. The Minister also gave evidence to the House of Commons Procedure 
Committee on 7 February 2006 on the procedural elements of the Bill. Both Committees 
have produced reports on the Bill. The House of Commons Public Administration 
Committee and the Joint Committee on Human Rights have also produced reports on the 
Bill. The Government has welcomed the reports. It has responded to the RRC’s report, is 
considering the remaining reports and has entered into constructive dialogue with the 
Procedure Committee. In the light of the Parliamentary scrutiny to date, the Government 
amended the Bill at Report stage in the House of Commons to address the concerns 
raised. The amendments have, amongst other things, focussed the Part 1 order-making 
powers on better regulation aims and implementing Law Commission recommendations. 

High level outline and scope of the Bill 

27. There are four Parts to the Bill, which will itself repeal and replace the 2001 Act: 

Part 1 

28. Part 1 of the Bill now contains three order-making powers. 

                                                                                                                                     

 
64 A Bill for Better Regulation: Summary of Consultation Responses, Cabinet Office, December 2005 
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29. The first is a power to make provision by order for the purpose of removing or 
reducing a burden, or the overall burdens resulting directly or indirectly for any person 
from any legislation. This will replace the power to make RROs contained in the 2001 
Act. It will allow the removal or reduction of a financial cost, an administrative 
inconvenience, an obstacle to efficiency, productivity or profitability or a sanction for 
doing or not doing anything in the course of an activity. 

30. The second is a power to make provision for the purpose of securing that regulatory 
functions are exercised so as to comply with the following better regulation principles: 

(a) regulatory activities should be carried out in a way which is transparent, 
accountable, proportionate and consistent; 

(b) regulatory activities should be targeted only at cases in which action is 
needed. 

31. The third is a power to make provision for the purpose of implementing 
recommendations of any of the United Kingdom Law Commissions with or without 
changes. 

32. Part 1 also sets out the conditions and restrictions on these powers, and the procedure 
which must be followed in making such orders under them. The powers in Part 1 are the 
most significant delegated powers of the Bill, intended to deliver the Government’s better 
regulation agenda and implement Law Commission recommendations, so as to address 
the shortcomings of the RRO power in the 2001 Act.  

Part 2 

33. Part 2 of the Bill places on a statutory basis the five Principles of Good Regulation 
devised by the Better Regulation Task Force in 1997. Part 2 also includes a power to 
enable a Minister to issue and from time to time revise a code of practice about the 
exercise of regulatory functions. This code will set out the best practice for regulators 
exercising regulatory functions. Finally, there is a power to specify by order the regulatory 
functions to which the duties contained in Part 2 apply. 

Part 3 

34. Part 3 of the Bill makes provision about legislation relating to the European 
Communities. These provisions will increase transparency and reduce bureaucracy with 
respect to the implementation of European Community law into domestic law primarily 
by amending the Interpretation Act 1978 and the European Communities Act 1972. 
There is one delegated power in Part 3 which enables consequential amendments to be 
made to legislation passed or made before the section. 

Part 4 

35. Part 4 contains supplementary and general provisions such as savings for orders made 
under the 2001 Act and the 1994 Act, and also the interpretation of certain terms which 
appear throughout the Bill. 

Detailed commentary on Parts 1, 2, 3 and 4 and delegated powers 

Part 1 powers 

36. Part 1 contains the most significant delegated powers. 
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Clause 1 

37. Subsections (1) to (3) confer a power on any Minister of the Crown to remove or 
reduce a burden, or the overall burdens, to which persons are directly or indirectly subject 
to as a result of legislation. Subsection (10) provides that this power is to be exercised in 
accordance with the provisions of Part 1: using the Statutory Instrument procedures set 
out in Clauses 15, 16, 17 and 18 and subject to the conditions and restrictions in Part 1. 
These are described below in the section on safeguards. 

38. For avoidance of doubt, legislation is defined as including local Acts as well as public 
general Acts. As outlined in more detail under the Part 1 Safeguards section, the order-
making procedures provided for in the Bill are sufficiently robust to cater for amendments 
to local Acts. There are statutory consultation and explanatory documentation 
requirements and Parliament, through its committees, has a right to receive 
representations from individuals and take evidence. In practice, RROs have in the past 
involved local Acts. For example, the Fire Safety RRO amended and repealed a large 
number of pieces of primary legislation, including the East Ham Corporation Act 1957, 
the County of South Glamorgan Act 1976 and the West Midlands County Council Act 
1980. 

39. A burden is defined as: 

(a) a financial cost; 

(b) an administrative inconvenience; 

(c) an obstacle to efficiency, productivity or profitability; 

(d) a sanction, criminal or otherwise, for doing or not doing anything in the 
course of any activity. 

40. The fourth limb enables a Minister to remove or reduce criminal sanctions and 
thereby decriminalise offences. 

41. This definition of burden is deliberately broader than that in the 2001 Act. This is 
because the definition of burden in the 2001 Act has proved too narrow. It is confined to a 
restriction, requirement or condition, a sanction for failing to observe a restriction or 
comply with a requirement or condition, or a limit on statutory burdens. As a result the 
concept of burden in the 2001 Act is complex and difficult to apply, putting a heavy and 
sometimes disproportionate ‘burden of legal analysis’ on departments. 

42. This new definition of burden will allow us to target the order-making power on 
removing or reducing the burdens on business, charities, voluntary organisations and 
public servants. The first two powers to make orders under Part 1 are focussed on better 
regulation aims, and delivering, for example, risk-based inspection and regulation in line 
with the five better regulation principles of transparency, accountability, proportionality 
and consistency and targeting only at cases in which action is needed. For instance, the 
Bill will enable us to use orders to deliver consolidation of legislation, make inspections 
risk-based so as to reduce burdens, and deregulate under the invigorated better regulation 
agenda, under which departments are developing simplification plans and identifying 
administrative burdens which can be reduced. 

43. Types of better regulation initiatives which the first order-making power will allow us 
to deliver include: 

• the consolidation and simplification of legislation to make it easier to understand 
and work with; 

• reducing administrative burdens such as simplifying administrative requirements 
when setting up a business or when hiring staff; 
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• ensuring that inspection is risk-based to reduce the burden on those who comply 
with regulation, and so concentrate inspection on those who do not; 

• simplifying and making more transparent and less onerous the ways in which people 
and businesses need to apply for consent from public authorities; 

• and the complete exemption in certain key instances of small businesses, charities 
and others from burdensome regulation to allow them to concentrate their effort 
where it is most needed. 

44. The purpose for which this power can be exercised contains two alternatives. The first 
is the removal or reduction of any burden resulting for any person (directly or indirectly) 
from legislation. The second is removal or reduction of the overall burdens resulting for 
any person (directly or indirectly) from legislation. Removing or reducing a burden from 
one person may increase the burdens upon others, so the first alternative could permit an 
overall increase on persons as a whole. For example, where a regulatory regime is being 
placed on a risk basis, costs on low-risk businesses would go down, while costs on high-
risk business may go up. The second alternative requires a removal or reduction of 
burdens overall, although this would permit the imposition of new burdens where the 
overall effect was a removal or reduction of burdens. This is similar to the position under 
the 2001 Act: if a burden is removed then new burdens may be added. 

45. Orders as a whole, including any new burdens they impose, must meet the safeguards 
in clause 4 of the Bill, including for example being proportionate to the policy objective of 
the order. Clause 4(2)(b) and (c) would be particularly relevant in a situation where 
burdens are imposed. These have the effect that a Minister may not make an order 
removing or reducing burdens unless he considers that: 

• the effect of the provision is proportionate to the policy objective; 

• the provision, taken as a whole, strikes a fair balance between the public interests of 
any person adversely affected by it. 

46. Any person for whom burdens were increased or for whom new burdens were 
imposed would be a person whose interests were adversely affected by the provision, and 
so their interests would have to be taken into account when the Minister considers 
whether or not there is a fair balance for the purposes of clause 4(2)(c). 

47. The explanatory document to be laid before Parliament alongside any proposed order 
will include both a summary of consultation responses and an assessment of the extent to 
which an order to be made under Clause 1 removes or reduces burdens. A detailed impact 
assessment will be provided where appropriate and these documents will explain clearly 
the rationale behind the proposals. 

48. The expectation is that in most cases the overall burden will have been reduced but 
for the reasons given above the Government believes that we need the flexibility to be able 
on occasion to increase burdens overall as well as remove them if these powers are to be 
really useful in delivering better regulation. This definition includes both direct and 
indirect burdens so that, for example, an order may reduce both the costs incurred 
directly by the regulated business, charity or voluntary organisation, and the costs they 
pass on to their customers. 

49. The burdens power has been framed to focus on outputs. It is concentrated on the 
reasons why legislation should be reformed, for example, for the purpose of removing 
administrative inconvenience or barriers to productivity. The order-making power in the 
present 2001 Act describes how legislation can be reformed and does this in a very 
restrictive manner – by removing legislative restrictions, requirements or conditions. This 
has proved too limiting and has not allowed the breadth of better regulation initiatives that 
are necessary to deliver this Government’s ambitious better regulation agenda. 
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50. An order can reduce or remove any necessary financial cost which results directly or 
indirectly from legislation. Use of this power could provide exemptions for small business 
from disproportionately stringent audit requirements which would have a marked effect 
on reducing their costs. It could also be used to deliver a proposal in the Charity 
Commission’s Simplification Plan that would exempt small charities from certain audit 
and registration requirements altogether so that they can focus their resources on 
providing help to those they were set up to support. 

51. The power to remove burdens which constitute administrative inconvenience will, in 
particular, allow the Government to deliver the reductions in administrative burden on 
business that are being identified through the comprehensive Administrative Burden 
Reduction Project that the Government is currently working on. The final results and 
Government targets to reduce administrative burdens will be published in departmental 
Simplification Plans in due course. As an example, reducing form filling requirements will 
free up time and money to allow businesses to improve productivity, promote innovation, 
which would have a positive effect on the economy. 

52. It would also allow the removal of rules that are now considered unnecessary, but 
which are contained in primary legislation and therefore still impose an administrative 
inconvenience. For instance, the Department for the Environment Food and Rural Affairs 
has committed to taking forward a proposal submitted via the Better Regulation Portal on 
the internet to amend rules on selling game. Under the Game Act 1831 anyone wishing to 
sell game from a shop must apply for licences from the Council and affix to the front of 
the shop a board stating this. Repealing these requirements is expected to save the 
relevant businesses several hundred thousand pounds overall in financial cost and relieve 
this administrative inconvenience. 

53. The power can also be used to remove or reduce obstacles to efficiency, productivity 
or profitability. An example would be making provision to allow companies to patent a 
new technology which would remove an obstacle to productivity. A further example of 
removing an obstacle to productivity is making it easier to set up a company by reducing 
the number of forms that need to be filled in. 

54. The burdens power can also be used to remove or reduce sanctions, criminal or 
otherwise, so Minister could by order decriminalise offences or reduce or remove 
sanctions for offences. This has been carried over from the definition of burden in the 
2001 Act because the Government believes it should be possible to decriminalise or 
reduce sanctions for those who have not complied with regulatory obligations where the 
criminal sanctions are no longer considered to be targeted or appropriate. The restriction 
to removing sanctions for doing or not doing anything in the course of any activity permits 
the removal or reduction of sanctions for offences committed in the course of e.g. trading 
or manufacturing, but not general reform of the criminal law. 

55. Subsection (7) provides that the power to remove or reduce burdens may be used to 
do the following (subject to the remaining provisions of Part 1): 

• Confer functions on any persons (including functions of legislating or functions 
relating to the charging of fees), 

• Modify the functions conferred on any person by an enactment, 

• Transfer or provide for the transfer or delegation of the functions conferred on any 
person by an enactment, 

• Abolish a body or office established by any enactment, 

• Amend or repeal any enactment. 
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56. With regard to the powers to confer functions, the 2001 Act does not allow full 
legislative sub-delegation, but limited sub-delegation is possible for example through re-
enactment of burdens, which for example allows existing legislative powers to be re-
enacted. The powers can be modified to the extent that this is a necessary consequence of, 
or is incidental to, the creation of the new regulatory regime put in place by the RRO. It 
also contains a power (under section 4(3)) to create subordinate provisions, i.e. to 
designate provisions of a Regulatory Reform Order as subordinate and therefore 
amendable by Statutory Instrument, for example lists of persons subject to a requirement. 

57. The Review of the 2001 Act found that the lack of full powers to sub-delegate has 
caused problems for departments, in particular in relation to large-scale reforms, for 
instance, for the Government’s Fire Safety RRO, which simplifies and rationalises existing 
fire safety legislation, spread over approximately 50 pieces of legislation. It has created one 
simple, risk-based fire safety regime applying to all buildings that the Public might use. 

58. The Office of the Deputy Prime Minister (ODPM), the sponsoring department, 
wanted to widen existing powers to sub-delegate to include risk assessment but this was 
thought not to be possible as it would have amounted to an extension of the powers to 
sub-delegate. 

59. The review found that in some cases, the power to designate provisions as subordinate 
under the 2001 Act can address issues of the kind usually dealt with by means of sub-
delegated powers, but that in the case of a wide-ranging reform, the department will not 
always know at the outset what kind of implementing provisions it may need and therefore 
the subordinate procedure can prove too limited and inflexible and an obstacle to delivery 
of reforms. 

60. The ability for orders to confer powers to legislate was included in the Bill to 
overcome this issue. It is not intended that it will be used to create entirely new regimes 
from scratch, rather it will be used where new, but justifiable, powers are needed when 
reducing or removing burdens. All such provisions are subject to the views of Parliament 
on a case-by-case basis: if Parliament believes that a proposal to confer legislative power is 
inappropriate, it can prevent this proposal being included in the order or propose 
amendment to it. 

61. Subsection (8) provides a power to make consequential, supplementary, incidental or 
transitional provision (including provision made by amending or repealing any enactment 
or other provision) as the Minister making it considers appropriate. This allows for any 
necessary changes resulting from provisions made by an order. The 2001 Act contained 
an equivalent power: s.1(6)(c). 

62. Subsection (9) states that an order made under this clause may bind the Crown. The 
effect of this is to make it explicit that provision made by orders under Part 1 can bind the 
Crown. The Crown can therefore take advantage of orders which make beneficial 
changes, and the Crown would be bound by any onerous requirements imposed by the 
order. . Without such provision, for any order imposing onerous requirements which did 
not explicitly apply to the Crown, it could be argued that the burdens imposed did not 
apply to the Crown and that the Crown or any Crown servants were not obliged to 
comply with them. For example, orders which either create or restate criminal offences 
could be argued not to apply to Crown servants on Crown business. Making explicit that 
orders can bind the Crown puts the position beyond doubt. 

Clause 2 

63. Subsection (1) contains a power for a Minister of the Crown to make provision by 
order for the purpose of securing that regulatory functions are exercised in a way which is 
consistent with the Better Regulation Task Force’s five principles of good regulation. 
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These principles are that regulatory activities must be carried out in a way that is 
transparent, accountable, proportionate, consistent, and should be targeted only at cases 
in which action is needed. 

64. Subsection (7) provides that this power is to be exercised in accordance with the 
provisions of Part 1: using the Statutory Instrument procedures set out in Clauses 16, 17, 
18 and 19 and subject to the conditions and restrictions in Part 1. These are described 
below in the section on safeguards. 

65. The Hampton report proposed that the principle of risk-assessment should be 
entrenched in the activities of regulators so that the burden of enforcement falls most on 
the highest-risk business and least on those with the best record of compliance. This 
power allows provision to be made modifying the ways regulatory functions are exercised 
to secure that e.g. inspection and enforcement is risk based. It will allow the Government 
to begin to propose improvements that would ensure more inspection is proportionate to 
risk and consistent. 

66. One potential example would be a requirement on a specific regulator, when carrying 
out regulatory functions, to have regard to the views of a body representing consumers in 
that area such as the Gas and Electricity Consumer Council (‘Energywatch’), so that the 
regulator’s regulatory activities are carried out in a way that is more accountable to 
consumers. The power would also allow a Minister by order to amend the constitution of 
a body exercising regulatory functions set up by or under an enactment if in so doing it 
would be more transparent and accountable, for example by amending the statute 
governing a regulator so as to provide that it has a Board structure, with at least half of the 
Board being comprised of non-executive directors to improve accountability and 
transparency65. 

67. It would also be possible to transfer the regulatory functions of one regulator to 
another. This power could be used where two regulators exercise oversight of related 
areas. For instance where two regulators are operating in closely related areas, to make 
their work more transparent to the regulated and more proportionate to risk, it may be 
appropriate to transfer the regulatory functions of two regulators to a single regulator. The 
power would also permit the creation of a new body to carry out the regulatory functions 
of existing regulators if that would secure that regulatory functions are exercised so as to 
comply with the five principles. 

68. Subsection (5) provides a power to make consequential, supplementary incidental or 
transitional provision (including provision made by amending or repealing any enactment 
or other provision) as the Minister making it considers appropriate. As noted above, this 
allows for any necessary changes resulting from provisions made by an order and the 2001 
Act contained an equivalent power. 

69. Subsection (6) provides a power to bind the Crown. The effect of this provision is to 
make it explicit that orders made under Part 1 could bind the Crown. The Crown could 
take advantage of orders which make beneficial changes for the Crown, and the Crown 
would explicitly be required to abide by them. Without such provision, for any order 
imposing onerous requirements which did not explicitly apply to the Crown, it could be 
argued that the burdens imposed did not apply to the Crown.  

                                                                                                                                     

 
65 This example derives from recommendation 9 of the Better Regulation Task Force’s report on Independent 

Regulators 
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Clause 3 

70. Subsection (1) contains a power for a Minister of the Crown to make provision by 
order for the purpose of implementing Law Commission recommendations, with or 
without changes. The power allows implementation of recommendations from any of the 
United Kingdom Law Commissions and allows amendment, abolition or codification of 
the common law as well as of statutory provisions. It also allows the conferral of functions 
or modification of conferred functions and the abolition of statutory bodies or offices. 

71. The power enables a recommendation to be implemented ‘with changes’ where those 
would be desirable or indeed essential. In some cases a Minister might choose to make a 
material change. Provided that the order remains an order to implement Law Commission 
recommendations, the Minister should be able to do so. The change proposed might be as 
a result of consultation after the publication of the report. It might be that a change is 
proposed to make the recommendations of the Commission more generally accepted. 
Indeed, the scrutiny committees might themselves wish some changes to be made. The 
overriding requirement is that the provision in the order implements a Law Commission 
recommendation. This will usually be quite clear. If the Committees do not agree that the 
proposals implement Law Commission recommendations, they can veto the order, and of 
course they can also veto orders that do not meet the preconditions. In addition, if they do 
not agree with the provision for other reasons, then the Government has also undertaken 
not to push through orders in the face of Committee opposition. 

72. Subsection (7) provides that this power is to be exercised in accordance with the 
provisions of Part 1: using the Statutory Instrument procedures set out in Clauses 16, 17, 
18 and 19 and subject to the conditions and restrictions in Part 1. These are described 
below in the section on safeguards. 

73. As mentioned above, the Law Commission’s annual report for 2004-5 revealed that 
for there were 16 outstanding reports that the Government had accepted in whole or part 
awaiting a legislative opportunity. An example of the type of worthwhile reform which 
could be delivered through this route is the recent proposal to reform the law governing 
unfair contract terms. The Law Commission published a report on unfair contract terms 
in February 2005. The report concluded that the law in this area, which affects ordinary 
people in their everyday lives, is unnecessarily complicated and difficult to understand. 
This creates an administrative burden and causes uncertainty for consumers. Two pieces 
of legislation cover this area, and contain inconsistent and overlapping provisions. They 
use different language and concepts to produce similar, but not identical effects. The 
legislation in this area could be made much clearer and easier to follow. 

74. The purpose of this clause is to speed up the delivery of beneficial law reform 
proposals, such as that discussed in the preceding paragraph, which do not always find it 
easy to win Parliamentary time. Due to the pressure on the legislative programme, these 
proposals might otherwise not be enacted for several years. This situation denies 
individuals and businesses the benefit of the Law Commission’s work for far too long. 

75. Subsection (4) provides that the power to implement Law Commission 
recommendations may be used to do the following (subject to the remaining provisions of 
Part 1): 

• Amend or abolish any rule of law 

• Codify rules of law 

• Confer functions on any person (including functions of legislating or functions 
relating to the charging of fees) 

• Modify functions conferred on any person by any enactment 
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• Transfer or provide for the transfer or delegation of the functions conferred on any 
person by an enactment 

• Abolish bodies or offices established by or under any enactment 

• Amend or repeal any enactment 

76. The reasoning set out for the powers to confer functions under Clause 1, above, 
applies equally here. 

77. With regard to the powers to codify or abolish any rule of law, such provision is 
necessary because, for example, the Law Commission is under a statutory duty to keep the 
entire law of England and Wales under review. When it examines an area of law it 
examines the whole of it, not just legislation. If recommendations in relation to the 
common law could not be implemented by orders under the Bill, Law Commission 
recommendations could not be delivered effectively. 

78. The ability to modify statutory functions or abolish statutory bodies or offices may be 
necessary in order to implement a Law Commission recommendation which proposes 
such changes. 

79. Subsection (5) provides a power to make consequential, supplementary incidental or 
transitional provision (including provision made by amending or repealing any enactment 
or other provision) as the Minister making it considers appropriate. As noted above, this 
allows for any necessary changes resulting from provisions made by an order and the 2001 
Act contained an equivalent power. 

80. Subsection (6) provides a power to bind the Crown. The effect of this provision is to 
make it explicit that orders made under Part 1 could bind the Crown. The Crown could 
take advantage of orders which make beneficial changes for the Crown, and the Crown 
would explicitly be required to abide by them. Without such provision, for any order 
imposing onerous requirements which did not explicitly apply to the Crown, it could be 
argued that the burdens imposed did not apply to the Crown. For example, orders which 
either create or restate criminal offences could be argued not to apply to Crown servants 
on Crown business. Making explicit that orders can bind the Crown puts beyond any 
doubt that orders can bind the Crown, where it is appropriate for them to do so. 

Part 1 Safeguards 

81. The Part 1 order-making powers are limited by robust substantive and procedural 
safeguards. These already substantial safeguards were further reinforced by amendments 
such as the provision of a Parliamentary veto and the new restriction of the exercise of the 
power to remove burdens which only affect a Minister of the Crown or government 
department described below under ‘parliamentary scrutiny and veto’ and ‘other 
restrictions’. 

Preconditions 

82. There are six preconditions which apply to the order-making powers. These are 
contained in clause 4. Five of these apply where an order makes substantive changes to 
the law. The Minister must consider that the following conditions are satisfied: 

(i) The policy objective intended to be secured by the provision could 
not be satisfactorily secured by non-legislative means; 

(ii) The effect of the provision is proportionate to the policy objective; 

(iii) The provision, taken as a whole, strikes a fair balance between the 
public interest and the interests of any person adversely affected by 
it; 
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(iv) The provision does not remove any necessary protection; and 

(v) The provision does not prevent anyone from continuing to exercise 
any rights or freedoms which they might reasonably expect to 
continue to exercise; 

83. The sixth applies where provision in an order simply codifies the common law or 
restates legislation. In such a case the Minister must consider that: 

(vi) The provision would make the law more accessible or more easily 
understood. 

84. When making an order which implements a Law Commission recommendation under 
clause 3(1), a Minister may make provision which merely restates an enactment. The 
order may reform an area of law, making various provisions amending or repealing 
enactments, but also making provision restating an enactment, so that all of the provisions 
relevant to an area are made in the order and so collected together for ease of reference. 
This may make the law relating to that are more accessible or more easily understood. 
The Law Commission recommendation may be that this should happen. 

85. It is perhaps less clear what the relevance of the condition relating to provision merely 
restating an enactment may be in the case of an order made under clause 2, to promote 
the regulatory principles. However clause 4(3)(a) merely requires that any provision which 
is made under the three order making powers in Part 1 and restates an enactment should 
comply with the pre-condition in subsection (5). Should a proposed order to be made 
under clause 2 be intended to restate an enactment, this would be an appropriate and 
meaningful condition. 

86. These preconditions were in the Bill when it was introduced to Parliament and they 
constitute a robust and effective barrier to misuse of the order-making power. They 
represent a strengthening of the preconditions contained in the 2001 Act as they now 
apply more extensively. They are framed to provide key safeguards such as maintenance of 
existing rights, freedoms and necessary protections. 

87. The Minister must reach a reasonable, considered opinion as to whether they are met, 
in accordance with his public law duty to act reasonably. In reaching this opinion, he 
would be expected to take into account the results of consultation and the policy 
justifications contained in the explanatory document which will be laid alongside the draft 
order. Parliament will then be able to take a view on the matter when it scrutinises the 
order. Regulatory impact assessments are also produced for Government proposals which 
could affect the public or private sectors, charities, the voluntary sector or small 
businesses. These provide further justification and information on impacts. 

88. The conditions in clause 4 apply ‘where relevant’. The purpose of this phrase is that 
while the Minister must consider that all of the conditions are met whenever they are 
relevant, the conditions may not always be relevant. For example, an order may correct a 
mistake which is so trivial that there is no substantive policy aim. There may be an 
incorrect cross-reference which is unlikely to produce the wrong legal result, but which it 
is desired to correct for the sake of tidiness. In such a case the condition that the effect of 
the provision is proportionate to the policy objective would not be very meaningful. 

89. Similarly, in the case of the repeal of an obsolete provision there is no substantive 
policy aim, other than tidying up the statute book, and there is no real effect. In such a 
case it is not appropriate to ask whether the effect of the provision is proportionate to its 
aim. 

90. Not all of the conditions may be relevant in all cases: an order implementing 
recommendations of the Law Commission may, in part, do either of the above things. The 
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phrase “where relevant” is used so that when ever a condition is relevant the Minister must 
consider that it is met, but that in certain cases a particular condition may not be relevant. 

91. As explained above, Ministers are under a public law duty to act reasonably in 
reaching a considered decision, so Ministers will be obliged to demonstrate clearly why a 
condition is irrelevant. 

Consultation requirements 

92. Stringent consultation requirements are set out in clause 14. For all proposals to make 
an order under Part 1, the Minister must: 

• Consult organisations that appear to him representative of interests substantially 
affected by the proposals 

• Where proposals relate to the functions of any statutory bodies, consult those 
statutory bodies (or persons which appear to the Minister to be representative of 
those bodies) 

• Consult the National Assembly of Wales where the proposals apply to any matter 
regarding which the Assembly exercises functions 

• Consult the relevant Law Commission if the order implements their 
recommendation 

• Consult such other persons as he considers appropriate 

93. Where, however, the proposal is to implement Law Commission recommendations 
without material changes, subsection (2) provides that the Minister only needs to carry 
out such consultation as he considers appropriate in the light of any consultation already 
undertaken by the Law Commission. The purpose of this is to avoid unnecessary 
consultation, which would be an inappropriate use of resources and may result in 
consultation fatigue for stakeholders. It is expected that the Minister will make a 
judgement as to what consultation is appropriate based on factors such as how recently 
the Law Commission consultation was carried out and whether any relevant 
circumstances have changed since then. 

94. The consultation requirements also provide that if, as a result of consultation, the 
proposals change, then the Minister must undertake such further consultation about the 
changes as he considers appropriate: subsection (3). 

95. Consultation was fundamental to the 2001 Act and remains a key procedural element 
of the Bill. It will test the quality of the proposals and the evidence, particularly 
concerning the impacts of the proposals, and gauge public views of the proposals. 

96. Ministers must consult organisations representative of interests which would be 
substantially affected by their proposals. So a Minister would not be able to consult only 
those that he thought would be supportive of the proposal. The full range of opinion must 
be canvassed. 

Explanatory Documentation requirements 

97. Clause 15 requires that the Minister must lay a draft order along with an explanatory 
document which will set out all the relevant information about the draft order. 

98. The explanatory document must contain, among other things, 

• an explanation of which power or powers the provision is made under; 

• an introduction to the provision and reasons for it; 
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• an explanation of why the Minister considers that the relevant pre-conditions are 
met; 

• if an order makes provision under section 1, an explanation of the extent to which 
the provision removes or reduces any burden or burdens (so far as appropriate); 

• Details of and reasons for any power to legislate which the order confers and the 
procedural requirements attached to that power66; 

• details about the consultation that has been carried out, the responses received, and 
any changes to the proposals made as a result. This will ensure that any public 
concerns about the proposals are identified. 

99. With regard to the requirement to explain the extent to which the provision removes 
or reduces any burden or burdens so far as appropriate, the intention is that in the case of 
an order made for the purpose of removing or reducing any burden or burdens, there 
should be an assessment of the extent to which it will do so. The more extensive the 
impact of the order i.e. the greater the extent to which a burden or burdens will be 
removed or reduced, the more extensive the assessment should be. However in the case of 
a worthwhile order which does have the purpose of removing or reducing a burden or 
burdens, but not to the same extent as other orders, the assessment will correspondingly 
not need to be as extensive. 

100. Two requirements which were included in the Bill as originally drafted were removed 
by Government amendments at Report Stage. These were: 

• the requirement to include in the Explanatory Document an assessment of the 
savings or costs, or other benefits and disbenefits expected to arise (to the extent 
that this is appropriate) (what was clause 12(2)(d)); and 

• the requirement that if the Minister considers that the provision would have the 
effect of simplifying or modernising legislation, making the overall effect less 
onerous or removing inconsistencies and anomalies in legislation, he must explain 
why (what was clause 12(3)). 

101. These were replaced by the requirement to provide an assessment of the extent to 
which provision made under clause 1 removes or reduces burdens. In contrast to the 2001 
Act, clause 1(3) defines “burden” as including financial cost. So the explanatory 
document will need to contain an assessment of the extent to which the provision removes 
or reduces financial costs. 

102. The Bill as introduced to the House of Commons contained a broad order making 
power, enabling a Minister to make provision for the purposes of reforming legislation or 
implementing recommendations of the Law Commission. What was clause 12(3) applied 
to orders made for the purpose of reforming legislation, but not to orders made for the 
purpose of implementing recommendations of the Law Commission. Clause 1 now 
contains a power to remove or reduce burdens. This power does permit the making of 
provision which will have the effect that the form of legislation results in less financial costs 
or administrative inconvenience (clause 1(5)). However it is not possible under clause 1 to 
reform legislation simply for the purpose of simplifying or modernising it, where this is not 
for the purpose of removing or reducing a burden or burdens. And it is no longer possible 
under clause 1 to reform legislation simply for the purpose of removing inconsistencies or 
anomalies in legislation, where this is not for the purpose of removing or reducing a 

                                                                                                                                     

 
66 It is expected that wherever possible and appropriate, the Minister making proposals to confer such powers 

will also present draft subordinate legislation alongside the order. 
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burden or burdens. These two requirements in what was clause 12(3) are therefore no 
longer appropriate. 

103. The powers in clauses 2 and 3 are not focussed on removing burdens so it is not 
appropriate to apply that same requirement to provision made under those clauses. 

104. Although this is not a requirement of the Bill, it is current Government policy that 
regulatory impact assessments are mandatory for Government proposals which could 
affect the public or private sectors, charities, the voluntary sector or small businesses. 
They require consideration of a wide range of impacts such as social and environmental 
costs and benefits, so this information is available from regulatory impact assessments 
where these are appropriate. 

105. The explanatory document will aid Parliamentary scrutiny and will be a key tool 
(along with the draft order itself and any regulatory impact assessment produced) in 
enabling Parliament to decide whether the proposals are appropriate for an order under 
this Bill and the appropriate level of Parliamentary scrutiny which should apply to the 
order by providing an overview of the key issues surrounding the proposals. 

106. In addition, Parliament itself (through its various committees) also has the right to 
receive representations from individuals and take evidence on the proposals, if it so 
wishes. 

Parliamentary scrutiny and veto 

107. Parliamentary scrutiny of orders has proved to be effective for those made under the 
2001 Act. The Regulatory Reform Committee commented in its first special report of 
2005-6, “Sometimes, as the previous Committee noted, this [the RRO procedure] may 
result in RROs receiving more detailed scrutiny than the same provisions would have 
received if they had been included in a large Bill. In our view, we consider this to be 
effective scrutiny and a strength of the current RRO process, not a weakness”. 

108. The procedures provisions in the Bill are set out in clauses 13, 16, 17, 18, 19 and 
20.. They build on the strengths of the 2001 Act: the super-affirmative procedure has 
been maintained but at the same time flexibility has been built into the Parliamentary 
procedure to allow proportionate Parliamentary scrutiny of smaller or less complex 
proposals. The provisions ensure that Parliament has both discretion over what constitutes 
appropriate scrutiny, and the ultimate say over whether individual orders can be made. 

109. The provisions require that the Minister must lay a draft order with a 
recommendation as to whether it should be subject to negative, affirmative or super-
affirmative procedure. In doing so, he will be guided by the results of consultation, which 
will indicate whether there are any contentious issues surrounding the proposals which 
will affect what level of scrutiny is appropriate. 

110. Parliament then has thirty days in which to decide whether it believes that the 
recommended procedure is indeed appropriate in relation to the draft order, and to 
require a more onerous level of procedure where it believes this is necessary. In practice it 
is expected that the relevant Parliamentary committees will make this decision, although 
the Bill provides that either House can make a resolution requiring a different procedure. 
Government amendments at Report Stage extended the time available to Parliament to 
make this decision from 21 days to 30 days. 

111. The Government has given careful consideration to the recommendations of the 
House of Commons Regulatory Reform and Procedure Committees, which provided 
welcome, constructive recommendations in the area of procedures. Government 
amendments at Report Stage in the House of Commons have extended the decision-
making period from 21 to 30 days in the light of this. However, the Government does not 
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believe that it is necessary to make provision to extend either the decision-making period 
or the overall scrutiny periods available beyond the time periods set out in the Bill. 

112. In the case of reaching a decision on the appropriateness of a procedure, it is 
considered that 30 days is sufficient time in which to form a view of whether there are any 
issues at stake which would require more thorough scrutiny than the procedure 
recommended by the Minister would allow. It is of course not necessary to complete full 
scrutiny of the order in that time frame. 

113. In terms of overall scrutiny periods, the Government believes that in the light of the 
amendments made at Report Stage to focus the power on better regulation aims and 
implementing Law Commission recommendations, and in the light of experience of 
scrutiny undertaken of Orders under the 2001 Act, the time periods provided in the Bill 
would be sufficient. The procedures applied to orders should be proportionate. Other 
than in exceptional cases (as discussed in the next paragraph) the 60 day scrutiny period 
has been sufficient for proposals under the 2001 and 1994 Acts, and the RRC has 
previously commented that scrutiny of orders can be more rigorous than that received by 
Bills. 

114. In practice, where longer than 60 days is needed for first stage scrutiny, this can be 
taken: in order to proceed to the second stage of the super-affirmative procedure, the 
Minister will need to wait for the reports of the Committees responsible for scrutinising 
the order so that he can produce a statement which takes account of any issues raised. 
The scrutiny Committees have in the past taken longer than 60 days to report on more 
complex orders such as Fire Safety and Civil Registration. 

115. In addition, further scrutiny time can be made available at second stage of the super-
affirmative resolution by virtue of the fact that the Government has made an undertaking 
not to push through orders in the face of Committee opposition. 

116. During Committee Stage in the House of Commons, the Government undertook to 
provide a veto on the face of the Bill to place on a statutory footing the Government 
undertaking that Ministers would not pursue orders in the face of opposition from the 
Parliamentary committees. Provisions have been drafted to achieve this, contained in 
clauses 17(4) to (6), 18(3) to (5), 19(5) to (7) and 19(10) to (12): 

• The committees can veto a draft order if they disagree with the Minister’s opinion 
that: 

♦ the draft order would remove or reduce burdens in accordance with 
clause1; 

♦ the draft order would secure that regulatory functions are exercised in 
accordance with better regulation principles in accordance with clause 2; 

♦ the draft order is implementing a Law Commission proposal with or 
without changes in accordance with clause 3; or 

♦ the preconditions listed in clause 4 are satisfied in relation to the draft 
order. 

117. The veto is intended to complement the amendments which focussed the order-
making powers more closely on better regulation or implementing Law Commission 
recommendations. The veto is designed to provide an additional safeguard so that 
Parliament can decide whether orders are only being used to further better regulation 
objectives and block them where it does not believe this is the case. 

118. The relevant Parliamentary committee in either House can also exercise the veto if it 
considers a Minister to have changed a Law Commission recommendation so much that 
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the order is no longer implementing the recommendation and therefore should not be 
delivered by order. 

119. In the context of the narrowed order-making powers it is appropriate that the 
Parliamentary veto is based on Parliament’s view of whether the aims and conditions of 
Part 1 of the Bill are met. In addition, due to the Government undertaking not to force 
orders through in the face of committee opposition, in practice the Committees can 
effectively veto orders by opposing them on other grounds. The Bill provides that the 
statutory veto exercised by the committees can be overturned by a resolution made on the 
floor of the House, but this is only because it would be highly unusual (possibly 
unprecedented) and unacceptable to provide for Committee opinion to bind the House. 

120. The power of veto provided to committees is not a blanket veto. However 
Committees will continue to be able to oppose an order on any basis they choose, as 
under the 2001 Act. In this case, the Government undertaking referred to above would 
prevent the order being made. However, the statutory veto is triggered where a committee 
considers that an order does not meet the purposes of the order-making power in clauses 
1 to 3 or satisfy the preconditions in clause 4. If committees decide to exercise the veto on 
these grounds, the Bill specifies that certain legal consequences will follow - namely, the 
Minister cannot make the order. The statutory veto provided therefore confers to 
committees a legal power they would not otherwise have. 

Legislative sub-delegation 

121. Clause 5 provides that where an order confers a power to legislate on a Minister, the 
power must be exercised by the making of a statutory instrument, which must be subject 
to either the negative or affirmative resolution procedure. These conditions ensure that 
legislation made by a Minister under a power given by an order will always be subject to 
Parliamentary scrutiny. 

122. However, these requirements only apply where the power is given to a Minister in 
order to reflect that there are persons or bodies other than Ministers on whom it is 
sometimes appropriate to confer powers to legislate. For example, local authorities have 
powers to make byelaws, as do railway operators under the Railway Act 2005. 

123. These byelaws are not subject to any Parliamentary procedure but instead have to be 
authorised by the Secretary of State and it would not be appropriate to require them to be 
made by statutory instrument. When making an order which confers a power to legislate, 
the nature of that power will be considered on a case-by-case basis and the order will set 
out the appropriate procedural requirements depending on who the power is conferred on 
and what the subject matter is. This is a more practical approach than a rigid set of rules 
would be. In practice it is Government policy that Local Authorities and others such as 
Regulators do undertake public consultation where appropriate, when using these powers. 

124. In any case where an order is conferring a power to legislate, Parliament will have the 
opportunity to prevent it being made, or to recommend changes to the order or the 
procedures which are specified for exercising the conferred power if it does not believe the 
proposal is appropriate as presented. 

125. The procedures for Parliamentary scrutiny in the Bill are sufficiently robust to enable 
this: as already mentioned, the RRC has commented that sometimes the RRO procedure 
may result in RROs receiving more detailed scrutiny than the same provisions would have 
received if they had been included in a large Bill. Where an order confers powers to 
legislate, the Minister proposing the order must identify and justify them in the 
explanatory document laid before Parliament, detailing the procedural requirement on 
how they will be exercised: clause 15(2)(e). The Government has also suggested that, 
wherever it is possible and appropriate, draft subordinate legislation to be made under the 
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order (e.g. regulations) should be published alongside the order. In addition the 
procedures allow for orders to be amended if necessary. 

126. There has been comment during Parliamentary debate in the House of Commons 
that there is no provision in the Bill expressly prohibiting the further delegation of 
legislative powers conferred by an order. One preliminary point is that, unless the contrary 
intention appears, a power to make delegated legislation does not authorise the delegate in 
turn to empower a sub-delegate to legislate on his behalf. (Francis Bennion, Statutory 
Interpretation, 4th edition, page 224, discusses this point in respect of Acts conferring the 
power to make legislation.) So an order conferring the power to legislate could not also 
confer a power to delegate that function on, in the absence of clear, explicit words. Those 
words would inevitably attract the attention of the scrutiny committees and the Houses. 
Much more fundamentally, clause 1(7)(a) provides that provision may be made by order 
conferring functions on any person, and explicitly provides that this includes the function 
of legislating. Clause 1(7)(c) provides that an order may also make provision transferring 
or providing for the transfer of functions, but does not provide that this includes the 
function of legislating. In the absence of clear explicit words in the Bill enabling orders not 
only to confer the function of legislating, but also enabling orders to provide that that 
function could be further delegated, the Government believes that any order purporting to 
provide for the further delegation of legislative powers would not be within the vires of the 
power in clauses 1 and 3. 

Other restrictions 

127. Clauses 6, 7 and 8 contain further restrictions on the provision which can be made 
by order. Clause 6 prevents an order imposing or increasing taxation. Clause 7 sets 
maximum levels of criminal penalties and provides that an order cannot create an offence 
with a penalty above those limits, and cannot increase existing penalties beyond those 
limits. For the time being, these limits are the same as those currently in the 2001 Act. 
However, the drafting of clause 6 reflects the fact that the limits will change when the 
relevant parts of the Criminal Justice Act 2003 come into force. That Act has already 
made amendments to the 2001 Act to change the maximum penalties accordingly, but 
these have not yet been brought into force. Clause 8 prevents an order authorising forcible 
entry, search, seizure or the compelling of evidence except in limited circumstances where 
an order is extending an existing power. Government amendments at Report Stage 
extended the restrictions in clauses 7 and 8 to orders implementing Law Commission 
recommendations so that they now apply to all orders made under Part 1 (the restriction 
in imposing tax applied to all orders from the outset). 

128. The power in clause 1 to remove or reduce burdens is also subject to a restriction. 
The power cannot be used to remove or reduce a burden which only affects a Minister of 
the Crown or a government department except where the burden affects them in the 
exercise of a regulatory function (clause 1(4)). This ensures that, for instance, it will not 
be possible to make an order that removes the provision of public services like healthcare 
or education because it is considered a burden on Government. As has previously been 
made clear in Parliamentary debate, any substantial policy change to core public services 
would be completely unsuitable for delivery by order. 

129. In addition to the safeguards on the face of the Bill, when making an order a Minister 
must act compatibly with the Convention Rights in accordance with section 6 of the 
Human Rights Act 1998. 

130. Clause 9 also provides that no orders under Part 1 may amend or repeal any 
provision of Part 1 or the Human Rights Act 1998 (c.42). 
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131. Annex D provides examples of how the safeguards are expected to operate to prevent 
the delivery of particularly controversial or inappropriate measures. 

Part 1 summary 

132. These clauses together will allow us to deliver better regulation initiatives by order, 
but will also address concerns that orders could deliver anything other than better 
regulation initiatives and Law Commission recommendations. Many of these fears were 
always unfounded, but these new clauses put beyond doubt that the Bill will be used to 
deliver the Government’s better regulation agenda and implement Law Commission 
recommendations. 

Part 2 

133. Part 2 of the Bill contains two delegated powers. The first power, in clause 24, 
enables a Minister to issue and from time to time revise a code of practice in relation to 
the exercise of regulatory functions. The second delegated power, in clause 26, enables a 
Minister of the Crown to specify, by order, the regulatory functions to which the duties to 
have regard to the Principles (clause 23), and to the Code of Practice (clause 25), apply. 

Clause 24 

134. This clause contains a power enabling a Minister to issue and from time to time 
revise a code of practice in relation to the exercise of regulatory functions. This power is 
broadly similar to, and derives from, the power in s.9 of the Regulatory Reform Act 2001 
to issue codes of practice, which the Bill repeals. The Delegated Powers and Regulatory 
Reform Committee, in its 28th report of the 1998-99 session, commented on the delegated 
power in the 2001 Act to issue a code of practice and having considered it saw no 
objection to it. 

135. The procedural requirements for issuing a statutory code are broadly similar to those 
set out in section 10 of the 2001 Act (which the Bill repeals): 

• Where a Minister proposes to issue or revise a code of practice, he must prepare a 
draft of the code (or revised code) [clause 25(1)] and must seek to secure that it is 
consistent with the principles specified in clause 23(2). 

• The Minister must consult on the draft code with persons appearing to him to be 
representative of those exercising regulatory functions, and others as the Minister 
considers appropriate. This derives from the equivalent provision in section 10 of 
the 2001 Act. 

• Following consultation, if the Minister decides to proceed with the draft, either in 
its original form or modified, the draft code must be laid before Parliament, and, 
as a result of Government amendments at Report stage, is subject to the 
affirmative resolution procedure. This represents a strengthening of Parliamentary 
scrutiny compared with the provisions in the 2001 Act. 

Clause 26 

136. The power in clause 26 enables a Minister of the Crown to specify, by order, which 
regulatory functions are those to which the duties in clauses 23 (Principles) and clause 
24(Code of Practice) apply. Where regulatory functions are specified in this way, the duty 
to have regard to the Principles and the Code of Practice will apply in relation to the 
exercise of those functions. The functions which can be specified by order are those 
defined in the interpretation clause in Part 4 of the Bill. 
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137. A Minister may not specify functions so far as exercisable in Scotland if, or to the 
extent that, the function relates to matters that are devolved; he may not specify regulatory 
functions so far as exercisable in Northern Ireland, if or to the extent that the function 
relates to transferred matters; and he may not specify a regulatory function exercisable 
only in or as regards Wales. Regulatory functions that are exercisable only in or as regards 
Wales may be specified by order by the National Assembly for Wales. 

138. Before making an order under clause 26, the Minister or the Assembly must consult 
any person whose functions are to be specified in the order and such other persons as the 
authority making the order considers appropriate. An order made under this power must 
be made by statutory instrument and, where a Minister makes the order, it is subject to 
the affirmative resolution procedure. 

139. An order made under this section may make such consequential, supplementary, 
incidental or transitional provision, including provision amending any enactment, as the 
Minister or Assembly considers appropriate when making the order. Further, an order 
may make different provision for different purposes. This will make it possible to specify a 
function for the purposes of clause 23, but not clause 24, or vice versa. 

Part 2 summary 

140. These are similar powers to those in the 2001 Act. There are rigorous consultation 
and scrutiny requirements that will apply to their exercise. It is considered that the 
delegated powers in this Part are appropriate for the purposes they are to be used for. It is 
very common for statutory codes of practice to be contained in secondary legislation 
rather than primary, since this is more flexible and suitable for the content of a code of 
practice. It is also more appropriate to be able to specify regulatory functions by order 
rather than in the primary legislation. For example, the ability to subsequently add to or 
remove functions from the list of functions which had been specified by order would cater 
for a situation where a new regulator is created which was not in existence at the time the 
Bill was given royal assent. 

Part 3 

141. Part 3 contains one delegated power in clause 29(5) which allows a Minister of the 
Crown to amend by order or regulation any enactment passed, or subordinate legislation 
made, before the coming into force of the Bill, for the purposes of amending references to 
regulations under section 2(2) of the ECA so as to include a reference to an order, rules or 
scheme under section 2(2). This power is further commented upon below. 

142. The provisions in Part 3 of the Bill will increase transparency and reduce 
bureaucracy with respect to the implementation of European Community law into 
domestic law. 

Clause 29 

143. This amends section 2(2) of the European Communities Act 1972 (ECA) to enable 
EC obligations to be implemented by making other types of Statutory Instrument as well 
as regulations. 

• Section 2(2) of the ECA provides a power to e.g. implement European Community 
obligations into UK law, by making regulations. 

• Obviously enough, regulations are only one form of SI. While regulations made 
under the power in section 2(2) of the ECA can be combined with regulations 
made under a power in another Act, they cannot be combined with another type 
of SI, such as an order, rules or scheme. Where such a combination would be 
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beneficial, a Minster will, instead, have to produce two separate SIs, one 
implementing EC obligations and one making any other provision, even if the two 
SIs are intended to create a single, seamless regulatory framework governing one 
particular area. 

• This process is burdensome and means that those being regulated need to refer to a 
number of different SIs, even when they are all dealing with the same regulatory 
framework governing a particular area. Clause 29 addresses this problem. It will 
not enable the making of any provision which cannot already be made under 
existing powers to make subordinate legislation. It will reduce the number of SIs 
needed to make that provision. 

• As a result, clause 29(5) allows a Minister of the Crown to amend by order or 
regulation any enactment passed, or subordinate legislation made, before the 
coming into force of the Bill, for the purposes of amending references to 
regulations under section 2(2) of the ECA so as to include a reference to an order, 
rules or scheme under section 2(2). 

144. The procedure for exercising this power is set out in subsections (7) and (8). The 
Minister’s power to make such an order or regulations is exercisable by SI. That SI is 
subject to annulment in pursuance of a resolution of either House. 

Clause 30 

145. This clause amends the ECA to provide that subordinate legislation made for a 
purpose mentioned in section 2(2) ECA may explicitly state that where the legislation 
refers to a Community instrument or to any provision of a Community instrument, the 
reference is to have effect as a reference to the Community instrument or provision as 
amended from time to time. This does not happen automatically, but only if the 
subordinate legislation expressly provides that this is the case. 

• Section 2(2) of the ECA provides a power to implement EC obligations into UK 
law by making an SI, but a further SI may be thought to be required to update 
references to an EC instrument or to a provision of an EC instrument when 
amendments are made in Europe to that EC instrument or provision. 

• Thus, ensuring that UK legislation is up-to-date is resource intensive and requires a 
very large number of SIs. 

•  Furthermore, this makes it difficult for those being regulated to keep up with 
frequent amendments to legislation. 

Clause 30 addresses this problem. 

Clause 31 

146. This enables provision made under section 2(2) of the ECA and provision made 
under another Act to be contained in a single SI, even if the level of Parliamentary 
procedure under each Act is not the same (for example, where the provision made under 
section 2(2) of the ECA is made under the affirmative procedure, while the provision 
made under another Act requires the negative procedure). 

• Clause 31 inserts provisions into the ECA which enables provision made under 
section 2(2) of the ECA and provision made under another Act to be contained in 
a single SI, where the provision under the other Act is subject to a less onerous 
Parliamentary procedure, or to no Parliamentary procedure at all. Where 
provision made under section 2(2) of the ECA is combined with provision under 
another Act which is subject to a less onerous procedure, or to no Parliamentary 
procedure at all, the combined SI as a whole will have to follow the more onerous 
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procedure being followed under the ECA. (SIs made under section 2(2) of the 
ECA can of course be subject to either the negative or affirmative resolution 
procedure: paragraph 2(2) of Schedule 2 of the ECA.) This ensures that no 
provision in the combined instrument receives less Parliamentary scrutiny than its 
enabling Act requires. 

• This will not enable the making of any provision which cannot already be made 
under existing enabling powers to make subordinate legislation. It will reduce the 
number of SIs needed to make that provision. 

• Clause 21 of the Bill will similarly make it possible to exercise the power to make an 
order under section 2(2) of the ECA with an order made under Part 1 of the Bill. 
The order as a whole is subject to the entire procedure required by Part 1 of the 
Bill, rather than the less onerous ECA Parliamentary procedures: clause 20(2). 
This will enable a single order to implement Community law under section 2(2) 
of the ECA and e.g. remove or reduce burdens resulting from pre-existing 
statutory provisions which are thought to be unnecessary or superseded following 
the implementation of the new EC regulatory regime. 

• Again, this will not enable the making of any provision which could not be 
made separately under section 2(2) and Part 1 of the Bill. It will reduce the 
number of SIs needed to make that provision.  

Part 3 summary 

147. The provisions of Part 3 will reduce the number of SIs required to implement EC 
law into domestic law. These provisions will also reduce the number of SIs which might 
be thought to be required to update references in SIs to Community instruments. This 
will reduce the legislative burden of implementing EC law in domestic law while also 
making it easier for regulators, and the regulated, to understand and apply the UK 
legislation that implements EC law. 

Part 4 

148. Part 4 contains supplementary and general provisions, including: 

• Provision that proposals for an order under the 2001 Act can be made as a 
regulatory reform order even though the 2001 Act has been repealed, provided 
that the proposals have been laid before Parliament before the Bill comes into 
force. 

• Provision that all regulatory reform orders made under the 2001 Act will remain in 
force after the passing of the Bill even though the 2001 Act is repealed. 

• Provision that orders made under the Deregulation and Contracting Out Act 1994 
(DCOA) remain in force after the Bill comes into force. 

• Amending section 6 of the DCOA which places a duty on the Secretary of State to 
prescribe model provisions about appeals against enforcement. The section 
contains a definition of “enforcement action” which says that it means the same 
as in section 9 of the 2001 Act. As the Bill repeals the 2001 Act (including section 
9), this consequential amendment simply ensures that the definition of 
“enforcement action” in the 1994 Act remains. 

• Amending section 100 of the Local Government Act 2003 which currently contains 
a reference to orders made under section 1 of the 2001 Act so that it refers to 
orders made under Part 1 of the Bill. 
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• Defining the terms “the Assembly”, “Minister of the Crown” and “regulatory 
function” which appear throughout the Bill. 

149. Part 4 contains no delegated powers. 

Devolved Administrations 

Scotland 

150. The types of legislation that give rise to burdens for the purposes of clause 1 are set 
out in clause 1(6). It does not include Acts of the Scottish Parliament or Scottish statutory 
Instruments, so there is not a power to reform these using an order under this Bill. 

Clause 10 goes on to provide that an order may not make provision which is within the 
legislative competence of the Scottish Parliament. This reflects the usual position in 
relation to Scottish devolution whereby it is for the Scottish Parliament to legislate on 
devolved matters. Although orders cannot reform Scottish legislation, there is also the 
matter of Westminster legislation where the subject matter is now devolved to Scotland. 
For example, 

• Westminster Acts made before Scottish Devolution, and 

• Westminster Acts made post-Devolution but where, with the consent of the Scottish 
Parliament, the Act legislated in an area devolved to Scotland. 

151. The restriction in clause 10 means that an order cannot reform such legislation. 

152. The exception to this is, as clause 10 sets out, the power in clauses 1(8), 2(5) and 
3(5) which enables the Minister to make such consequential, supplementary, incidental or 
transitional provision as he considers appropriate. There is no restriction on making such 
provision in relation either to Scottish legislation or to Westminster legislation within the 
competence of the Scottish Parliament. 

An example of where the ability to make this sort of provision is where an order restates a 
piece of Westminster legislation in order to simplify it, and in doing so renumbers some of 
the provisions. If a Scottish Act cross-referred to those provisions, the changes to the 
numbering made by the order would now mean that the Scottish Act referred to the 
wrong provisions. However, the order itself could be used to tidy up the Scottish Act by 
updating the references in that Act so that they referred to the correct provisions. This 
would mean that there was no need for the Scottish Parliament itself to legislate to make 
the consequential amendments needed. This position has been agreed with the Scottish 
Executive. 

Wales 

153. The agreement of the Assembly must be obtained where an order either confers a 
function on the Assembly, or modifies or removes a function of the Assembly. There is 
also a requirement to get the agreement of the Assembly where an order is merely 
restating a provision of legislation which itself conferred a function on the Assembly. 

154. The requirement in this clause is broadly similar to those in section 1(5) of the 2001 
Act. They have been adapted to reflect the fact that under the power in clause 1 an order 
might confer a new function on the Assembly, or might restate a provision which 
conferred a function. Clause 12 makes it clear that in all of the situations listed, the 
Assembly’s agreement must first be obtained. 
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Northern Ireland 

155. Clause 11 is meant to preserve the existing position for Northern Ireland in 
substance – that is that ‘Northern Ireland legislation’ cannot be amended except under the 
power to make consequential provision. It does so in a way that is more closely aligned to 
the provision for Scotland. 

European Convention on Human Rights 

156. The Cabinet Office has considered all aspects of the Bill from the perspective of 
compatibility with the European Convention of Human Rights (ECHR). The provisions 
in Part 1 and 2 contain enabling powers and associated provisions capable of being 
exercised in a way which is compatible with ECHR rights, because the obligation to do so 
is already imposed by section 6 of the Human Rights Act 1998. The provisions in Part 3 
amend provisions in the Interpretation Act 1978 and related enactments concerning the 
interpretation of various terms and references in domestic legislation relating to the 
European Communities. They either raise no issue as to compatibility with the 
Convention, or contain enabling powers which are capable of being exercised in a way 
which is compatible with the Convention. Part 4 of the Bill and the Schedule raise no 
issue as to compatibility with the Convention. 

157. Section 19 of the Human Rights Act 1998 requires the Minister in charge of a Bill in 
either House of Parliament to make a statement about the compatibility of the provisions 
of the Bill with the Convention rights (as defined by section 1 of that Act). The statement 
has to be made before second reading. 
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CABINET OFFICE MEMORANDUM ANNEX A: BETTER REGULATION 
INITIATIVES 

This annex lists types of better regulation initiatives for which we believe the order-making 
powers in Part 1 of the Bill would be appropriate measures. 

The order-making powers should be used to deliver better regulation initiatives in the 
Departmental Simplification Plans, the outcomes of the Government’s administrative 
burdens reduction project, Law Commission recommendations and proposals made by 
businesses via the Cabinet Office’s Better Regulation Portal on the internet67. 

Departmental Simplification Plans will be finalised and published in due course. 
Departmental targets for reducing administrative burdens identified as a result of the 
administrative burdens reduction project will be published at the time of the Pre-Budget 
Report expected in late 2006. 

We have identified the need for the following types of better regulation measures: 

• Deregulation and reducing administrative burden. The Government is seeking to 
simplify a number of the most common transactions people have with 
Government which have proved an obstacle to the efficiency and profitability of 
small business in particular in order to reduce the administrative burden. 
Examples that are being considered include simplifying the administrative 
requirements for business when setting up a company; when moving premises; 
when hiring staff; when exporting goods; and for individuals when moving house; 
and when exporting works of art; 

• The consolidation of areas of overlapping legislation will relieve consumers and 
businesses of administrative burden and financial cost by making requirements of 
them more transparent and easier to identify; 

• The simplification of law in various areas will make the law more transparent so it is 
easier for those regulated to comply with rules and reduce the cost of having to 
spend a lot of time and employing legal expertise to fully understand legal 
requirements. It is also hoped that such simplification will mean that less people 
will be in contravention of the law because they understand better what the 
requirements on them are; 

• Enabling proportionate, risk-based inspection to reduce regulatory burdens. A main 
better regulation aim for this Government is to ensure that all regulators should 
conduct their business in a way that is risk-based, but also that they should have 
regard to the five better regulation principles: that regulatory activity should be 
transparent, accountable, proportionate, consistent and targeted where action is 
needed. Applying these principles to all regulators will allow the Government to 
tackle the wide variations and inconsistencies in regulatory inspection and ensure 
that regulatory bodies do not pose an obstacle to efficiency, productivity or 
profitability; 

• Streamlining overlapping consent regimes. The Government is committed to 
making more transparent and efficient the ways in which people and businesses 
need to apply for consent from authorities in a number of key instances and to 
reduce where possible the number of consents that are required; 

                                                                                                                                     

 
67 Businesses can feed in their proposals for better regulation on the internet at: 

http://www.betterregulation.gov.uk/ 
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• Avoiding parallel regimes and avoiding ‘goldplating’. Neil Davidson QC was 
appointed by the Chancellor in November 2005 to lead an independent review to 
look at ‘goldplating’ and the broader issue of over-implementation of EU 
legislation. A consultation was launched in early March 2006 seeking examples. 
The aim of the review is to identify and consider ways to simplify any unnecessary 
burdens on consumers and businesses. Where appropriate, the order-making 
powers in this Bill should be used to deliver such improvements to legislation. 

• Harmonisation of definitions. In seeking to improve its regulatory environment, the 
Dutch Government has found that merely harmonising the definition of ‘wages’ 
in all legislation would deliver a substantial reduction in administrative burden to 
those regulated in the Netherlands. In principle the Government would wish to 
consider an order as the measure for delivering any similar proposals that may 
arise from the Administrative Burdens reduction project or that are submitted to 
through the Better Regulation Portal on the internet; 

• E-enabling. Financial cost and administrative burden on individuals, business and 
the voluntary sectors can be reduced in a number of instances by allowing forms 
to be filled in on the internet. Where any such change requires the amendment to 
legislation the order-making powers should be considered a possible measure. 

• Replacing vertical with horizontal legislation such as applying a general duty not to 
trade unfairly or delivering the same outcome as was achieved by the 1998 
Competition Act which binds all businesses, no matter how small, to the same 
competition laws. 

PART 2: REGULATORS 

Statutory Code of Practice and the Enforcement Concordat 

Part 2 of the Bill allows the Government to issue a statutory Code of Practice, which will 
repeal the 2001 Act. This will provide a means to combat the wide variations and 
inconsistencies identified by the Hampton Review in the code’s application by local 
authorities as well as reduce uncertainty among businesses about regulatory requirements. 

This is needed because as the Hampton Review found, fewer than half the regulators 
covered by Hampton used risk assessment to reduce enforcement activity on high-
performing businesses. For example, inspection rates on trading standards show a balance 
of activity that is not informed by risk. In 2002-03, trading standards officers only 
inspected 60 per cent of high-risk premises, in 35,000 inspections, while still inspecting 10 
per cent of businesses classified as low risk in over 71,000 inspections. 

A specific example of risk assessment was not carried out in practice: 

Weights and measures inspections: Statistics from the Chartered Institute of Public 
Finance and Accountability show that in some areas risk is not the basis of local 
authorities work. During 2002-03, local authority trading standards officers inspected 
10% of traders’ weights, finding inaccuracies in 6% of cases, and 22% of alcohol 
measures, finding just a 2% rate of inaccuracy. Had they inspected according to a ratio 
more in line with the error rate – 20% of traders weights and 5% of alcohol measures – 
they would have undertaken ¼ million fewer inspections. 

PART 3: EU clauses 

Community instruments are frequently amended. This requires that references to 
Community instruments in subordinate legislation need updating to reflect the changes. 
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Part 3 provides that references to Community instruments in UK legislation will be 
references to Community instruments as subsequently amended. 

An example which illustrates the need for Clause 26 is the Animals and Animal Products 
(Import and Export) (England) Regulations 2005 (SI 2005/2002) and Products of Animal 
Origin (Third Country Imports) (England) (No 4) Regulations 2004 (SI 2004/3388). 
Both of these are updated every three months in an exercise which requires a resource of 
half the time of a full time lawyer. The clauses in Part 3 of the Bill will remove this burden 
of regular amendment. 

An order under the Animal Health Act 1981 is currently being drafted in relation to foot 
and mouth disease. At the same time regulations under s.2(2) of the ECA are needed to 
deal with animal vaccinations. Clause 27 of Part 3 of the Bill will enable a single 
instrument to be produced. This example illustrates the benefit that would result from 
being able to combine ECA instruments with instruments under other Acts. 
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CABINET OFFICE MEMORANDUM ANNEX B: SPECIFIC EXAMPLES 
FROM DEPARTMENTAL SIMPLIFICATION PLANS THAT COULD BE 
BROUGHT FORWARD UNDER THE ORDER-MAKING POWERS OF 
THE BILL 

The following examples are taken from draft departmental Simplification Plans. They are 
intended to demonstrate what the new order-making powers could be used to deliver. The 
examples are for illustrative purposes only and are included here without prejudice to 
future decisions by departments whether to proceed with them. Their inclusion does not 
necessarily indicate an intention to deliver the proposed changes by way of an order under 
the Bill. 

Deregulation and reducing administrative burdens 

The Charity Commission has undertaken to review the financial thresholds at which 
certain audit and registration requirements are required of charities. This is because the 
threshold at which the requirements take effect may impose a disproportionate financial 
cost and administrative burden on small charities, thus impeding their efficiency. 

The Department for Environment Food and Rural Affairs has committed to taking 
forward a proposal submitted via the Better Regulation Portal on the internet to amend 
rules on selling game. Under the Game Act 1831 anyone wishing to sell game from a shop 
must apply for an annual licence from the Council. They currently cost £36.00 each. Any 
person licensed to trade game must affix to the front of the shop a board stating this. 

In addition under section 14 of the Game Licences Act 1860 a game dealer must also 
obtain an excise licence. This is obtainable from the Post Office on presentation of the 
Local Authority licence referred to above and costs £4.00. This is an annual licence. 

Repealing both these requirements by amending both Acts would save businesses 
hundreds of thousands of pounds in financial cost and relieve the administrative burden 
on them. 

Consolidation of legislation 

The consolidation of areas of overlapping legislation will relieve consumers and businesses 
of financial cost and administrative burden by making requirements of them more 
transparent and easier to identify. 

The Law Commission published a final report on the current law on unfair contract terms 
in February 2005. The report concluded that the law in this area, which affects ordinary 
people in their everyday lives is unnecessarily complicated and difficult to understand and 
is therefore proving an administrative burden on them as well as causing uncertainty for 
consumers. 

This is because it is covered by two pieces of legislation: the Unfair Contract Terms Act 
1977 which sets out the traditional UK approach, and the Unfair Terms in Consumer 
Contracts Regulations 1999 which implement the 1993 EU Directive. The two pieces of 
legislation contain inconsistent and overlapping provisions, using different language and 
concepts to produce similar, but not identical effects. 

The Law Commission has provided a draft Bill that would rewrite both pieces of 
legislation for the whole of the UK in a way that is much clearer and easier to follow. 
However, this draft Bill is part of a backlog of unimplemented reports that would benefit 
consumers. It is the Government’s intention that Law Commission recommendations 
such as this one could be taken forward by order. 
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Avoiding Parallel Regimes 

A recent example of the challenge to avoid overlapping legislation is the transposition of 
the Unfair Commercial Practices Directive (2005/29/EC). The EU Directive will 
introduce for the first time into UK law a general duty on all businesses not to trade 
unfairly with consumers. In particular, it will oblige businesses not to mislead consumers 
through acts or omissions; or subject them to aggressive commercial practices such as high 
pressure selling techniques. Some of these protections broadly replicate existing UK 
legislation, but others are new. 

The Directive must be transposed into UK law by 12 June 2007. The Directive overlaps 
with existing UK legislation, such as the Trade Descriptions Act 1968 and Part III of the 
Consumer Protection Act 1987 (misleading price indications). In total there are 28 pieces 
of specific legislation that might be affected by the Directive. 

The outcome of a consultation held by the DTI on the benefits and disadvantages of 
repealing or amending the many pieces of legislation, concluded that comprehensive 
consolidation of consumer law in this area is desired by business as well as by consumers. 

In transposing the UCP Directive, the Government will consolidate the law as far as is 
possible under Statutory Instrument. The order-making powers in Part I of the Bill could 
be used to address any further outstanding matters in a comprehensive way. 

Simplification of legislation 

The simplification of law in various areas will make it easier for those regulated to comply 
with rules and as a result reduce the cost and administrative burden on them. 

An example where simplification could have a substantial effect on the productivity of the 
country, and one that many businesses have called for, is the Government’s commitment 
to review opportunities to simplify employment law. This is because in some areas, 
employers and employees have said that employment law is complex and hard to 
understand. By simplifying the law and improving the advice and guidance available to 
employers, they will find it easier to comply. 

Any outcome of this review that would reduce burdens as defined in Clause 1 of the Bill 
may be appropriate for delivery by order. 

The Department for Culture, Media and Sport proposes a number of consolidation and 
rationalisation measures to benefit the heritage sector, local planning authorities and 
owners of historic buildings. These include creating a Unified Register of Historic Sites 
and Buildings of England which will bring together current various systems of listing 
buildings, scheduling ancient monuments and registering parks, gardens and battlefields; 
simplifying the grading systems on buildings and simplifying the system of grants for 
historic properties. 

Enabling proportionate, risk-based inspection to reduce regulatory burdens 

The Government accepted the recommendations in the Hampton report which reviewed 
the effectiveness of inspection and enforcement. The report recommended that 31 of the 
63 national regulators should be consolidated into seven thematic bodies. The review 
suggested an expanded Health and Safety Executive; an expanded Food Standards 
Agency; an expanded Environment Agency; a new consumer and trading standards 
agency; a new rural and countryside inspectorate; a new animal health inspectorate and a 
new agricultural inspectorate. 

The benefit of such thematic bodies to all those regulated will include a further focus on 
modern risk-based inspections and a reduction in administrative burden on customers 
because of less multiple inspections. Larger thematic regulators will also be able to retain 
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specialist knowledge while providing better and more effective general advice. The new 
bodies will also have more flexibility to prioritise areas of work and use resources more 
effectively to take clearer strategic decisions. 

All regulators should have regard to the five better regulation principles: that regulatory 
activity should be transparent, accountable, proportionate, consistent and targeted where 
action is needed. Applying these principles and by merging regulators with overlapping 
responsibilities will allow the Government to tackle the wide variations and inconsistencies 
in inspection 

In order to make inspection more efficient, it has been decided that the Drinking Water 
Inspectorate should become part of one of the seven thematic bodies suggested by the 
Hampton Review. A consultation will take place during the summer months of 2006 to 
help decide with which thematic agency the Inspectorate should merge. 

A further example of creating such efficient inspection which also would be consistent 
with the five principles of good regulation is the planned transfer of some of the functions 
of the Hearing Aid Council to the Health Professions Council which will reduce 
regulatory burdens. 

Streamline consent regimes 

The Government is committed to making more transparent the ways in which people and 
businesses need to apply for consent from authorities and to reduce where possible the 
number of consents that are required. This will reduce the financial cost and 
administrative burden on businesses and individuals. 

The Department of Health wishes to remove a consent regime introduced in the Health 
Act (1999) which requires the Secretary of State to approve any partnership arrangements 
between NHS bodies and their Local Authority partners or any amendment to such 
partnership arrangements. This system of consent has proved to be obsolete, but its repeal 
requires primary legislation. Removing this consent that is not in effect would aid people’s 
understanding of the legislation, tidy up the statute book and limit confusion to those 
subject to the requirements of the legislation. It is the Government’s intention that 
relatively small matters such as this example which do not merit a Bill, but improve 
regulation, should be possible by order. 

DCMS also plans to streamline the requirements to apply separately for a number of 
consents for carrying out relatively minor remedial work to listed buildings and sites. This 
is expected to reduce repeated consent applications to local authorities and will benefit the 
many who own historic sites. 

A further example is being considered by the Office of the Deputy Prime Minister 
(ODPM). ODPM has undertaken to consider proposals for reviewing, repealing and 
modifiying numerous consent regimes with a view to removing burdens on the NHS, 
Local Authorities and others. The proposals will give local authorities the freedom to 
respond flexibly and quickly to local needs, in order to conduct their duties in the most 
effective and efficient manner. 

Law Commission Reports suitable for delivery by the LRRB 

The Government is also committed to simplifying highly technical legislation as 
recommended by the Law Commission to provide certainty and clarity and lifting 
administrative burden on individuals. Claus 3 of the Bill would allow this. Examples of 
this are the proposed simplification of third party rights against insurers and the 
simplification of rules against perpetuities and excessive accumulations. 
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Clause 3 allows orders to implement Law Commission recommendations. The reason for 
this is that on average it takes over 7 years for Law Commission recommendations to be 
implemented. 

Third Parties – Rights against Insurers (2001) Law Com No. 272 

The scheme of the Third Parties (Rights Against Insurers) Act 1930 Act is to give a 
person who is owed money by an insolvent person a direct claim against an insurer of the 
debt and allows the applicant to obtain information about the insurance policy. The 1930 
Act does not work as well as it should. Its basic operation in the context of insolvency has 
provoked criticism over a number of years from academics, lawyers, the judiciary and 
litigants. 

The Law Commission’s proposals afford the third party greater and more equitable 
protection in establishing their claim against the insurer. They also introduce streamlined 
procedures and sensible clarifications to the law. These will give access to effective 
remedies to third parties, who are currently prevented from bringing a claim due to the 
cost, procedural effort and uncertainties involved in proceeding under the 1930. 

The Rules against Perpetuities and Excessive Accumulations (1998) Law Com No. 251 

The Bill relates largely to the law of trusts and is highly technical. 

The rule against perpetuities creates a time limit by which an agreed future disposition of 
a property right must have taken effect and renders void dispositions that would, but for 
the rule, have taken effect after that date. The rule answers the question for how long can 
one generation ‘tie up’ property for the future? The Law Commission proposals will 
simplify the perpetuities rule by establishing a single perpetuity period of 125 years in 
place of the two periods that exist at present. 

The rule against excessive accumulations defines the length of the period during a trust 
can specify that income is to be accumulated by adding it to capital, so favouring those 
interested in capital over those interested in income. The Law Commission proposal is to 
abolish the six periods for accumulations permitted by the present law without 
replacement. Subsequently the Government decided that there should be an exception for 
charitable trusts. In these trusts, income may be accumulated for 21 years or such period 
as the court or the Charity Commission may order. This amended recommendation was 
included in a proposed regulatory reform order. However, the order was abandoned when 
it became clear that the powers under the Regulatory Reform Act 2001 were not 
sufficiently wide. 

Specific Proposals from Better Regulation Portal 

The order-making powers in Part 1 of the Bill may also be appropriate to implement 
better regulation proposals made by businesses directly through the better regulation 
portal on the internet. 

The portal has received over 113 proposals with an additional 157 received through other 
methods including email and direct correspondence. Proposals have been varied in their 
subject matter covering a wide cross section of regulation and a range of government 
departments and agencies. 

Of these proposals, 10 have so far been accepted and are being taken forward by 
departments. These proposals could potentially yield significant savings. In response to a 
simplification proposal through the portal, the DfT have committed to include 
amendments to legislation concerning bus lane registration in London and road use 
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charging regulations. Policy officials are now actively considering proposals for inclusion 
in departmental simplification plans. 

Broad areas of regulatory activity, as identified via the portal, that might be simplified 
include: 

• Employment law 

• Pensions law 

• PAYE regulations 

• VAT regulations 

• Building Regulations 

• Animal Welfare 

As committed in July 2005, Government is responding to proposals within 90 working 
days, setting out and justifying the course of action they propose and the relevant 
timeframe. 

Proposals submitted through the portal have already led to real benefits, for example we 
have already been able to act in response to SME concerns on ‘Form 42’ – the 2005 Pre-
Budget Report announced that this burden would be removed from over 300,000 
companies, saving them £200 per form - £60 million savings in total. 
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CABINET OFFICE MEMORANDUM ANNEX C: THE RESTRICTIONS 
OF THE 2001 ACT – PROPOSALS WHICH COULD NOT BE 
DELIVERED UNDER THE REGULATORY REFORM ACT 2001 

Legal burdens 

The limitation of the powers to the removal of a requirement, condition or restriction 
(legal burden) has prevented the reduction of administrative burdens, the clarification or 
consolidation of legislation or the removal of inconsistencies and anomalies in the absence 
of a legal burden. 

Example: proposal for reform of Tree Preservation Order system to reduce bureaucracy 
through a reduction in paperwork, and a clearer, simplified and more flexible system of 
regulation, producing savings to local authorities and individuals. Not possible by RRO 
because elements of the proposals did not relate to legal burdens. 

Carrying on an activity 

The limitation of the powers to the removal of burdens on individuals in the carrying on 
of an activity has meant that burdens affecting individuals in a passive capacity or in 
carrying out a one-off action. 

Example: a DCA proposal to improve court-based administration orders by amending the 
County Courts Act could not be taken forward as insolvent persons were not deemed to 
be carrying on an activity. 

Onerous nature of RRO procedure 

RROs are perceived by Departments as a disproportionately onerous way of delivering 
reforms, and have been described as being more onerous than a Bill. As a result of this, 
Departments have often decided not to proceed with the RRO route: 

Example: Home Grown Cereals Authority – proposal to remove various burdensome 
bureaucratic requirements of the Cereals Marketing Act 1965. Dropped because deemed 
too small for delivery through onerous RRO procedure. 

Example: English Heritage ultimately used the National Heritage Act 2002 for proposals 
to remove statutory restrictions from the National Heritage Act 1983 preventing English 
Heritage (‘EH’) from exporting goods and services overseas and participating in 
underwater archaeology, providing the means for EH to generate additional income 
through consultancy, carry out land-based archaeology and potential export opportunities 
for other suppliers. 

Example: Damages Periodical Payments - DCA used the Courts Act 2003 to deliver 
reforms to empower courts to order damages for future losses to be paid by regular 
instalment rather than lump sum (an issue considered by the Law Commission in 1994). 
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CABINET OFFICE MEMORANDUM ANNEX D: PROPOSALS FOR 
WHICH THE ORDER-MAKING POWERS WOULD NOT BE 
APPROPRIATE 

Types of proposals which will not be suitable for implementation by order 

The order-making powers in Part 1 of the Bill is about making existing legislation more 
effective. It will not be used to introduce policy changes, for instance to law on education 
or immigration. 

Examples of reform of legislation that has never been possible under Clause 
1 of the Legislative and Regulatory Reform Bill 

Curtail or abolish jury trial 

The Magistrates Act 1980 provides that a defendant charged with a criminal offence 
which is triable either way can elect to be tried before a judge and jury in the Crown Court 
rather than in the magistrates court. 

Allegation: The right to jury trial could be abolished or restricted by amending the 
Magistrates Act 1980 by order made under clause 1 for the purpose of reforming 
legislation. 

The preconditions in clause 3 prevent the making of an order which the Minister 
considers removes necessary protections, or prevents anyone continuing to exercise any 
right or freedom which they might reasonably expect to keep. 

Jury trial is a necessary protection and the right to jury trial is a right citizens reasonably 
expect to keep. 

The preconditions in Part 1 of the Bill mean that it could not be used for such significant 
constitutional change. 

Allowing the PM to sack judges 

The independence of the judiciary is protected by various statutes limiting the 
circumstances in which judges can be removed. For example, the only practical way of 
removing judges of the Court of Appeal and of the High Court is by an address by the 
Queen to both Houses of Parliament: s. 11(3) of the Senior Courts Act 1981. 

Allegation: The PM could sack judges if the Senior Courts Act 1981 were amended by 
order made under clause 1 for the purpose of reforming legislation. 

The preconditions in clause 3 prevent the making of an order which the Minister 
considers removes necessary protections. The independence of the judiciary is a necessary 
protection. 

The preconditions in Part 1 of the Bill mean that it could not be used for such significant 
constitutional change. 

Reform Magna Carta 

Chapter 29 of The Magna Carta (1297) provides e.g. that no freeman shall be taken or 
imprisoned but by lawful judgment of his peers, or by the law of the land (chapter 29). 

Allegation: This could be amended by an order made under clause 1 for the purpose of 
reforming legislation. 
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The preconditions in clause 3 prevent the making of an order which the Minister 
considers removes necessary protections, or prevents anyone continuing to exercise any 
right or freedom which they might reasonably expect to keep. Not being unlawfully 
imprisoned is a necessary protection, and the right not to be imprisoned except in 
accordance with the law is a right citizens might reasonably expect to keep. 

The preconditions in Part I mean that it could not be used for such significant 
constitutional change. 
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CABINET OFFICE MEMORANDUM ANNEX E: THE PART 1 ORDER-
MAKING PROCESS 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 

Department researches options and prepares proposal for reform in liaison with key 
stakeholders. 

12 weeks 

After development of a proposal and analysis of how it meets the preconditions in clause 3,
the Department consults on the proposal in line with the consultation requirements set out
in the Bill. It is proposed that, in practice, departments may also wish to consult on the
appropriate Parliamentary procedure. 

The consultation requirements set out in the Bill are as follows. The Minister proposing an
order must: 

• Consult organisations that appear to him representative of interests substantially
affected by the proposals 

• Where proposals relate to the functions of any statutory bodies, consult those statutory
bodies (or persons which appear to the Minister to be representative of those bodies) 

• Consult the National Assembly of Wales where the proposals apply to any matter
regarding which the Assembly exercises functions 

• Consult the relevant Law Commission if the order implements their recommendation 

• Consult such other persons as he considers appropriate  

Where, however, the proposal is to implement Law Commission recommendations without
material changes, the Minister only needs to carry out such consultation he considers
appropriate in the light of any consultation already undertaken by the Law Commission.
The purpose of this is to avoid unnecessary consultation, which would be an inappropriate
use of resources and cause stakeholders consultation fatigue. 

It is expected that the Minister would make the judgement of what consultation is
appropriate based on factors such as how recently the Law Commission consultation was
carried out and whether any relevant circumstances have changed since then. 

The consultation requirements also provide that if, as a result of consultation, the proposals 
change then the Minister must undertake such further consultation as he considers 
appropriate. 

Continued 

Pre-parliamentary stages: 
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Post-consultation preparation 

Department analyses responses, finalises policy recommendations and prepares explanatory 
documentation. The Department presents this information to the Minister who makes a 
decision on whether the proposed order should proceed in the light of the responses to 
consultation, whether any changes to the proposals are necessary and which Parliamentary 
procedure should be recommended.   

Parliamentary stage of process 

Minister recommends 
negative resolution 
procedure 

Minister recommends 
affirmative resolution 
procedure 

Minister recommends 
super-affirmative 
procedure 

Continued 

Affirmative The
order is made if it
is approved by a
resolution of each
House after 40
days. 

Super-affirmative If this procedure is 
being followed, the statutory 60-day 
scrutiny period is counted from the day 
the Minister laid the draft order. 
During this period, current practice is 
that the relevant Parliamentary 
Committees produce their initial stage 
reports which may recommend no 
amendments to the draft order; require 
amendments to the draft order or 
clarifications; or reject the proposal. 
Evidence can be called for during this 
period.  
The Minister must have regard to any 
representations, any resolutions of 
either House of Parliament and any 
recommendations of a Committee of 
either House charged with reporting on 
the draft Order made within the 60-day 
period. 

Negative The order 
is made after 40 days 
if neither House 
resolves that the 
order should not be 
made. 

The Minister either continues with the draft
Order which was laid on day 1 or, if he
wishes to make material changes, he must
lay a revised draft Order and a statement
giving details of the representations made
during the 60-day period and the revisions
he proposes. (There are Standing Orders
which affect this part of the procedure. No
changes are currently proposed to these). 

Draft order laid before Parliament, accompanied by an explanatory document which,
amongst other matters: 
•Explains why the Minister considers that the preconditions in clause 3 are met; 
•Includes an assessment of costs and benefits, (to the extent that it is appropriate to do so,
having regard to the likely effect of the order);  
•Gives details of any consultation undertaken, any responses and any resultant changes to
the proposals; 
•Gives reasons for the Minister’s recommendation about the appropriate procedure. 
 
If the Minister has recommended negative or affirmative procedure, either House, or any
committee charged with reporting on the draft order (if that committee’s recommendation
is not rejected by a resolution of the House) can, within the period of 30 days from the day
on which the draft order was laid, require that a more onerous procedure must apply (the
tabled amendments include a proposal to extend the existing 21-day period to 30 days).  
The procedure continues as follows: 

Affirmative motions: the Order is made if it is
approved by a resolution of each House.  
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APPENDIX 2: CORRESPONDENCE BETWEEN THE CHAIRMAN AND 
THE MINISTER FOR THE CABINET OFFICE 

Letter from the Chairman to the Minister for the Cabinet Office 

I am writing to you about the Legislative and Regulatory Reform Bill which is due to 
reach the Lords next week. In the case of the bill’s two predecessors, the Deregulation and 
Contracting Out Act 1994 and the Regulatory Reform Act 2001, the Government gave 
undertakings in two important areas: (i) their response to an adverse report from a Select 
Committee and (ii) their attitude to large and controversial measures. It would help my 
Committee if you were able to indicate your intentions as to undertakings before the 
Committee reports on 24 May. 

The bill provides for a Committee to recommend that no further proceedings should be 
taken on a draft order because the statutory tests have not been met. In addition to 
statutory tests, the regime for the 2001 Act allows us and our Commons counterpart to 
consider whether a draft order is appropriate for secondary legislation, on the basis of our 
own tests68. For both the 1994 and 2001 Acts, the Government undertook not to force 
through an order in the face of such opposition from a Committee69 and we would 
welcome such an undertaking in addition to the provision in the bill. 

The Government further undertook, in both 1994 and 2001, that they would not use the 
Act to propose “large and controversial” measures70. This bill provides for a greater 
delegation, but the Government have until now given an undertaking not to propose 
“highly controversial” measures71. As part of the package of changes which the 
Government have recently proposed to the bill, we would welcome a similar undertaking 
to that given in 1994 and 2001. 

12 May 2006 

Letter from the Minister for the Cabinet Office to the Chairman 

Please find enclosed a memorandum on delegated powers following the introduction of 
the Legislative and Regulatory Reform Bill in the House of Lords.  

I would also like to take this opportunity to thank you for your letter of 12 May. I can 
confirm that the Government undertaking not to force through an order in the face of 
opposition from a Committee will apply to the provisions of this bill, as it has under the 
provisions of the 2001 Regulatory Reform Act. 

The Government has also undertaken not to propose changes by order that would  be 
considered highly controversial. It will of course be for you and your Committee and your 
equivalent in the Commons to judge whether you agree that a proposed order is the 
appropriate measure.  

I look forward to receiving any further questions or recommendations you have regarding 
the provisions in the bill.  

19 May 2006 

                                                                                                                                     

 
68 See 18th Report (2004-05) paragraphs 49-58. 
69 HL Deb 21 December 2000 col 899. See also 10th Report (2000-01) paragraphs 7 and 8. 
70 HL Deb 13 February 2001 col 186. See also 10th Report (2000-01) paragraphs 9 to 14. 
71 HC Deb 9 February 2006 cols 1058-59 
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Department Consultation 
Launched 

Consultation 
Ended

Proposal 
Laid

Committee 
Reported 

Draft  Laid Committee 
Reported

Order Made

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g)

(h)=(g-a) (i)=(g-b) (j) k=(j/h) l=(j/i)

Golden Jubilee Licensing  DCMS 19 Mar 01 11 Jun 01 28 Nov 01 23 Jan 02 16 Feb 02 06 Mar 02 28 Mar 02 374 290 74 20% 26%

● Special Occasions Licensing (*) DCMS 24 Apr 01 11 Jun 01 28 Jun 01 24 Oct 01 16 Nov 01 21 Nov 01 06 Dec 01 226 178 123 54% 69%

Voluntary Aided Schools Liabilities and Funding (England) DfES 08 May 01 10 Aug 01 20 Nov 01 23 Jan 02 25 Feb 02 06 Mar 02 27 Mar 02 323 229 73 23% 32%

Carer’s Allowance DWP 23 Jul 01 15 Oct 01 17 Dec 01 06 Mar 02 22 Apr 02 24 Apr 02 29 May 02 310 226 81 26% 36%

Vaccine Damage Payments Act 1979 DWP 23 Jul 01 15 Oct 01 14 Jan 02 06 Mar 02 29 Apr 02 15 May 02 15 Jun 02 327 243 67 20% 28%

Housing Assistance (England and Wales)  ODPM 19 Mar 01 29 Jun 01 13 Dec 01 06 Mar 02 17 Apr 02 24 Apr 02 18 Jul 02 486 384 90 19% 23%

Removal of 20 Member Limit in Partnerships Etc. DTI 04 Apr 01 04 Jul 01 07 May 02 19 Jun 02 24 Oct 02 30 Oct 02 20 Dec 02 625 534 49 8% 9%

Special Occasions Licensing DCMS 24 Apr 02 19 Jun 02 15 Oct 02 16 Dec 02 17 Dec 02 18 Dec 02 20 Dec 02 240 184 63 26% 34%

Credit Unions (*) HMT 16 Oct 01 18 Jan 02 18 Jul 02 30 Oct 02 16 Dec 02 18 Dec 02 06 Feb 03 478 384 106 22% 28%

Assured Periodic Tenancies (Rent Increases)  ODPM 21 Jun 02 13 Sep 02 16 Oct 02 18 Dec 02 13 Jan 03 15 Jan 03 10 Feb 03 234 150 65 28% 43%

Housing Management Agreements  ODPM 02 Aug 02 27 Sep 02 04 Nov 02 15 Jan 03 24 Feb 03 26 Feb 03 27 Mar 03 237 181 74 31% 41%

Schemes under Section 129 of the Housing Act 1988) (England)  ODPM 16 Aug 02 18 Oct 02 10 Dec 02 29 Jan 03 10 Mar 03 19 Mar 03 31 Mar 03 227 164 59 26% 36%

Sugar Beet Research and Education  (*) DEFRA 30 Jan 98 13 Mar 98 16 Jul 02 16 Oct 02 17 Mar 03 02 Apr 03 08 May 03 1,924 1,882 108 6% 6%

British Waterways Board DEFRA 15 May 02 16 Aug 02 13 Jan 03 19 Mar 03 28 Apr 03 07 May 03 12 Jun 03 393 300 74 19% 25%

Business Tenancies (England and Wales)  (*) ODPM 19 Mar 01 30 Jun 01 22 Jul 02 12 Dec 02 10 Sep 03 08 Oct 03 01 Dec 03 987 884 171 17% 19%

● Gaming Machines  DCMS 19 Mar 01 15 Jun 01 13 Mar 03 07 May 03 16 Sep 03 08 Oct 03 15 Dec 03 1,001 913 77 8% 8%

Sunday Trading  DTI 18 Mar 03 27 Jun 03 14 Oct 03 19 Nov 03 22 Jan 04 28 Jan 04 26 Feb 04 345 244 41 12% 17%

Museum of London (Location of Premises) DCMS 15 Jul 03 15 Oct 03 22 Jan 04 25 Feb 04 06 May 04 11 May 04 14 Jul 04 365 273 41 11% 15%

● Patents DTI 25 Feb 03 30 May 03 10 Nov 03 28 Jan 04 07 Jun 04 16 Jun 04 22 Sep 04 575 481 88 15% 18%

● Registration of Births and Deaths (England and Wales) (†) HMT 10 Jul 03 24 Oct 03 21 Jul 04 08 Dec 04 - - - - - - - -

● Local Commissioner for Wales Wales Office 14 Jul 03 26 Aug 03 18 Mar 04 19 May 04 24 Jun 04 07 Jul 04 23 Sep 04 437 394 44 10% 11%

Unsolicited Goods and Services DTI 27 Mar 03 27 Jun 03 26 May 04 15 Sep 04 25 Oct 04 27 Oct 04 12 Jan 05 657 565 114 17% 20%

● Prison Officers (Industrial Action) Home Office 15 Dec 03 09 Feb 04 18 Oct 04 08 Dec 04 11 Jan 05 02 Feb 05 21 Mar 05 462 406 73 16% 18%

NHS Charitable Trusts Accounts and Audit DoH 25 Jun 02 25 Sep 02 07 Jan 04 11 Mar 04 09 Feb 05 19 Mar 05 29 Mar 05 1,008 916 102 10% 11%

Trading Stamps  DTI 21 May 03 20 Aug 03 29 Apr 04 07 Jul 04 17 Jan 05 02 Feb 05 17 Mar 05 666 575 84 13% 15%

● Fire Safety  ODPM 30 Jul 02 22 Nov 02 10 May 04 21 Jul 04 17 Mar 05 21 Mar 05 07 Jun 05 1,043 928 88 8% 9%

Execution of Deeds and Documents (*) DCA 06 Sep 02 29 Nov 02 21 Jul 04 10 Nov 04 21 Feb 05 09 Mar 05 23 Jun 05 1,021 937 128 13% 14%

Joint Nature Conservation Committee  (‡) DEFRA 11 Dec 03 04 Mar 04 12 Oct 04 08 Dec 04 24 Jan 05 02 Dec 05 09 Mar 05 454 370 65 14% 18%

Agricultural Tenancies (‡) DEFRA 30 Sep 04 24 Dec 04 30 Mar 06 24 May 06 - - - - - - - -

Public Service Vehicles (‡) DfT 23 Dec 04 31 Mar 03 21 Nov 05 03 Feb 06 - - - - - - - -

Forestry (*)(‡) DEFRA 14 Feb 05 19 May 05 19 Jul 05 23 Nov 05 23 Jan 06 01 Feb 06 - - - - - -

Registered Designs (‡) DTI 12 Jul 05 07 Oct 05 12 Mar 06 03 Apr 06 - - - - - - - -

Average - - - - - - - 571 48 29 8

This table does not indicate the time spent by a department on a proposal before the launch of the consultation.
*   This proposal was laid before Parliament shortly before the summer recess. The calculation of time in this table includes time when Parliament was in recess and so the parliamentary scrutiny of this proposal appears disproportionately long.
†   The scrutiny Committees reported that this proposal was an inappropriate use of the 2001 Act and the Government did not proceed with it.
‡   This proposal is still in progress

Total time from
start/end of consultation to making of 

order
Regulatory Reform  Order

● = indicates a proposal of significant policy interest

(j = time taken for 
scrutiny in Lords)

Lords scrutiny as

in calendar days % of total time

18% 23%
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APPENDIX 4: RRO PERFORMANCE AGAINST PUBLIC SERVICE 
AGREEMENT TARGETS 

 

Year 

Government 
cumulative target 
number of RROs 
by end of year 

Number of RROs 
made (cumulative) 

2001  1       (1) 

2002  7       (8) 

2003 40 8        (16) 

2004  4†       (20) 

2005 60 7        (27) 

2006   

2007   

2008 75 (by end March)  

 
 

 

 

As at 24 May 2006. 

 

A further four proposals await the laying of the second stage draft order.  

 

† The Government made one further proposal for a RRO in 2004, but it was not 
proceeded with after the scrutiny committees reported that it was an inappropriate use of 
the 2001 Act.  
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APPENDIX 5: EXTRACT FROM OUR 3RD REPORT (2004-05), ON THE 
PROPOSAL FOR THE DRAFT REGULATORY REFORM 
(REGISTRATION OF BIRTHS AND DEATHS) ORDER 2004 

REGULATORY REFORM ACT 2001 TESTS 

13. It has been our practice when scrutinising regulatory reform proposals to consider 
the tests stipulated in the 2001 Act (for example, whether the proposal removes or reduces 
burdens72 and whether it maintains necessary protection73). It has rarely been necessary 
for the Committee to consider the test of appropriateness, a test which does not appear on 
the face of the 2001 Act but which is described in the Explanatory Notes to the 2001 Act 
as “a key policy test” which is applied by the Minister and forms part of the consideration 
by the Parliamentary regulatory reform scrutiny committees.74 In the present case, 
however, given the nature and scope of the proposal and the level of interest that it has 
attracted, we have found it necessary to consider this test particularly carefully. 
Accordingly, we first consider whether the regulatory reform order procedure is 
appropriate for this proposal. 

14. During our consideration of the proposal, we have been made aware by the 
Ministers from whom we received evidence of the following matters: that, in the 
Government’s view, reform of the civil registration service has been regarded as an 
appropriate subject for a regulatory reform order from the outset; that sensitive and 
politically controversial proposals relating to marriage law had been removed for separate 
legislation; that many years of work had taken place in preparation for the proposal and 
had, amongst other things, involved unusually extensive consultation; and that 
amendments to the original text had resulted in a proposal without, as far as the 
Government was concerned, any known controversial elements. 

15. The Committee was also aware that our conclusion in respect of appropriateness 
could not, under the procedures of the 2001 Act, be put to the House as a whole for 
debate with a view to detailed amendment of the proposal.75 Our judgment would 
therefore lead to a possibly time-consuming reconsideration of the proper legislative 
instruments for achieving some or all of the purposes of the present proposal.76 

16. After due deliberation, the Committee has nevertheless concluded that the 
proposal is not appropriate for the regulatory reform order procedure. Our 
reasons are set out below. We also identify some aspects of the proposal which appear to 
us to raise some doubt as to whether the proposal would, in any event, meet the explicit 
2001 Act tests. Given our finding on appropriateness, we have not considered the 
remaining 2001 Act tests to the extent that is our usual practice. 

                                                                                                                                     

 
72 Section 1(1)(a) of the 2001 Act. 
73 Section 3(1)(a) of the 2001 Act. 
74  Explanatory Notes to the Regulatory Reform Act 2001, para 44. 
75  It is, of course, the case that the final word rests with the House and not the Committee, and the House 

has the option of debating a Committee report following “first-stage” scrutiny of a proposal (see 2nd 
Report of the House of Lords Procedure Committee, HL Paper 58, Session 1993-94, p 6, para (x), 
concerning the Deregulation and Contracting Out Act 1994, predecessor to the 2001 Act). 

76 We are aware that the Commons Regulatory Reform Committee has concluded that the order-making 
power under the 2001 Act should not be used in respect of the present proposal. House of Commons, 
Votes and Proceedings, 7 December 2004, p 47. 
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Appropriateness 

17. We do not dispute that modernisation of civil registration is important and 
desirable. In considering appropriateness, we are not questioning this policy. Our concern 
is procedural. It is to decide whether the legislation implementing the policy is 
appropriately dealt with by way of the regulatory reform order procedure. 

18. In applying the appropriateness test, we took into account: 

• the main differences between the Parliamentary scrutiny of a bill and of a 
regulatory reform order; and 

• the features which, in general, make a proposal either appropriate or 
inappropriate for the type of scrutiny applied to regulatory reform orders; 

and we asked the question 

• whether the present proposal, in particular, is appropriate for the regulatory 
reform order procedure or whether it should it be subject to the type of 
scrutiny given to bills. 

Main differences between the Parliamentary scrutiny of a bill and a regulatory reform order 

19. The regulatory reform order procedure provides a mechanism, subject to certain 
restrictions, for amending primary legislation as an alternative to amendment by primary 
legislation. The two procedures are significantly different. Bills give individual members of 
the two Houses opportunities to consider and debate the detail of legislation. Secondary 
legislation does not provide an equivalent opportunity. Although the super-affirmative 
procedure provided for regulatory reform orders is more far-reaching than procedures for 
other subordinate legislation, the final order is not amendable by either House and there is 
no procedure to allow the two Houses to reconcile any differences of view. 

20. Because bills undergo a procedure which affords the opportunity for a greater level 
of Parliamentary scrutiny than regulatory reform orders, the regulatory reform order 
procedure is applied in limited circumstances only, namely, where the proposal is 
considered to be an appropriate subject for the procedure and meets the 2001 Act tests. 

Definition of appropriateness 

21. The 2001 Act provides no definition of appropriateness. On a number of 
occasions, however, during the passage of the Regulatory Reform Bill through Parliament, 
Ministers indicated that the regulatory reform procedure would not be appropriate for 
“large and controversial” measures.77 

22. The scrutiny committees in Parliament have developed the interpretation of 
appropriateness. The Commons Committee has suggested that “the procedure should not 
be used for implementing policy changes so substantial as to require the much higher-
profile attention paid by Parliament to primary legislation”, and “in determining … 
whether a proposal appears to make an inappropriate use of delegated legislation, the 
question we will have to ask is: are we in the Committee competent to come to the 
necessary judgements in respect of this proposal on behalf of the House; or are these 
matters the detail of which it must be for the whole House to debate and, if necessary, 
vote upon?”78 

                                                                                                                                     

 
77 For example, Lord Falconer of Thoroton, HL Hansard, 23 January 2001, col 209. 
78 First Special Report, HC 389, Session 2001-02, para 16 (referring to the 4th Report from the Commons 

Deregulation Committee, HC 450, Session 2000–01, para 8). 
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23. The Lords Delegated Powers Scrutiny Committee, when finding a particular 
deregulation proposal (namely, the proposal for the draft Deregulation (Sunday Dancing) 
Order 1995) to be inappropriate, concluded that, in that instance, the controversy was 
such “that we believe Parliament would expect to find the proposal in a bill, with the 
freedom of debate which that would allow”.79 

24. We have reflected at length on how “controversial” should be interpreted. In 
evidence to the Committee, the Financial Secretary stated that, in his view, the proposal 
was “not politically controversial” (Q2). Lord Falconer of Thoroton, during the passage 
of the Regulatory Reform Bill, also referred to controversial as meaning “politically 
controversial”. He said: “We have made it clear at all stages that we are dealing with 
orders that are not politically controversial, although there may be controversy about the 
detail. If they were politically controversial to a serious extent, that would not be 
appropriate for a regulatory reform order”.80 

25. We agree that, where the subject of a proposal is politically controversial in 
the sense that it raises issues which are contentious between the political parties, 
then it is not an appropriate subject for the regulatory reform order procedure. 
We also agree that, in this instance, the proposal appears not to be politically 
controversial in this sense. 

26. However, the controversy which makes a subject inappropriate for the regulatory 
reform order procedure need not be party political controversy but may be more general. 
In our view, a proposal may be inappropriate for the regulatory reform order 
procedure if there is reason to believe that some of those directly affected by it, 
including members of the general public, have such significant concerns about 
some important element of it that there is a clear need for the greater level of 
Parliamentary scrutiny and debate to which bills are subject. 

                                                                                                                                     

 
79 15th Report, HL Paper 102, Session 1994-95, para 22. 
80  Lord Falconer of Thoroton, HL Hansard, 23 January 2001, col 209. 
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APPENDIX 6: EXTRACT FROM OUR 18TH REPORT (2004-05), ON THE 
WORK OF THE COMMITTEE 

Parliamentary scrutiny of regulatory reform orders and the appropriateness 
test 

49. At the beginning of Session 2004–05, we concluded that the Births and Deaths 
proposal should not be proceeded with. Our principal reason was that the proposal was 
not appropriate to be implemented by the regulatory reform procedure.81 Our lengthy 
deliberation on the Births and Deaths proposal led us to reflect more generally on two 
fundamental issues: first, the nature of the appropriateness test and the 2001 Act; and, 
secondly, the role of the Regulatory Reform Committees in determining whether a 
proposal should proceed (and, if so, in what form), and the limited opportunity available 
to the House as a whole to intervene in the regulatory reform procedure.  

The appropriateness test 

50. It has rarely been necessary for the Committee to consider the appropriateness 
test. The approach we adopted in the case of the Births and Deaths proposal was as 
follows: 

(a) we considered: 

• the main differences between the Parliamentary scrutiny of a bill and of an RRO; 
and  

• the features which, in general, make a proposal either appropriate or inappropriate 
for the type of scrutiny applied to RROs; and 

(b) we asked whether the present proposal, in particular, was appropriate for the 
regulatory reform order procedure or whether it should it be subject to the type of scrutiny 
given to bills.  

Main differences between the Parliamentary scrutiny of a bill and a regulatory reform order 

51. In our report on the Births and Deaths proposal, we described the difference 
between the two procedures as follows: “bills give individual members of the two Houses 
opportunities to consider and debate the detail of legislation. Secondary legislation does 
not provide an equivalent opportunity. Although the super-affirmative procedure provided 
for regulatory reform orders is more far-reaching than procedures for other subordinate 
legislation, the final order is not amendable by either House and there is no procedure to 
allow the two Houses to reconcile any differences of view”.82 We expressed the view that 
“because bills undergo a procedure which affords the opportunity for a greater level of 
Parliamentary scrutiny than regulatory reform orders, the regulatory reform order 
procedure is applied in limited circumstances only, namely where the proposal is 
considered to be an appropriate subject for the procedure and meets the 2001 Act tests”.83  

                                                                                                                                     

 
81  The Commons Regulatory Reform Committee also concluded that the proposal should not be proceeded 

with.  
82  3rd Report, HL Paper 14, Session 2004–05, para 19. 
83  Ibid, para 20. In our first-stage scrutiny report on the Fire Safety proposal we said: “we have asked 

ourselves whether fire safety reform is so controversial, either in principle or in respect of a significant 
proportion of the details, that it is inappropriate to implement such reform by way of an RRO and that the 
reform should, instead, be given the greater level of scrutiny by Parliament to which primary legislation is 
subject” (27th Report, HL Paper 153, Session 2003–04, para 20). 
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Definition of appropriateness 

52. The Act provides no definition of appropriateness.84 On a number of occasions, 
however, during the passage of the Regulatory Reform Bill through Parliament, Ministers 
indicated that the regulatory reform procedure would not be appropriate for “large and 
controversial” measures.85 In debate in the Commons, the then Minister for the Cabinet 
Office, Graham Stringer MP, said that “highly charged or politically controversial 
measures are – and will remain – better suited to the Floor of the House. The consultation 
process will be key to establishing whether a proposal is suitable to enactment as an RRO 
or whether it would be best dealt with as a Bill”.86  

53. In applying the size aspect of the appropriateness test to the Births and Deaths 
proposal, we had no difficulty in concluding that it was “large”.87 (The same was true of 
the Fire Safety proposal.)88 Our principal concern lay in interpreting “controversial”. We 
concluded as follows:89 

• First, where the subject of a proposal is politically controversial in the sense that it 
raises issues which are contentious between the political parties, then it is not an 
appropriate subject for the regulatory reform procedure.  

• Secondly, the controversy which makes a subject inappropriate for the regulatory 
reform order procedure need not be party political controversy but may be more 
general. A proposal may be inappropriate if there is reason to believe that some of 
those directly affected by it, including members of the general public, have such 
significant concerns about some important element of it that there is a clear need 
for the greater level of Parliamentary scrutiny and debate to which bills are subject. 

                                                                                                                                     

 
84  This point was raised by the Committee in our report on the draft Regulatory Reform Bill: “Lord Falconer 

readily acknowledged that there is no precise line drawn in the draft bill between matters in respect of 
which it is appropriate to legislate by way of order and other matters in respect of which it would not be 
appropriate, nor is it the Government’s intention to try to draw one. It will, he said, be for Ministers to 
decide whether or not the use of the new power would be ‘appropriate’ (Q13), likening the task of so 
deciding to the difficulty of defining an elephant” (15th Report, HL Paper , Session 1999–2000, para 35). 

85  For example, see HL Hansard, 13 February 2001, col 186. 
86  HC Hansard, 2 May 2001, col 873. 
87  The draft order had 68 articles and 15 Schedules, and amended 20 Acts. 
88  27th Report, HL Paper 153, Session 2003–04. 
89  3rd Report, HL Paper 14, Session 2004–05, paragraphs 25–26. 




